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1.INTRODUCTION & OVERVIEW 

1.1 Objectives: 

 A systematic knowledge embedded Space Mapped technique shall be introduced. In this new 

scheme, a buffer space shall be established between the original coarse and fine model spaces 

based on available basic formula (knowledge) derived from electromagnetic theory. The buffer 

space may then make up the mismatch of the ingredients of the two spaces and enable the 

Space Mapping technique to be ideal for designing LHEM. In other words, the proposed 

implementation may explicitly separate out two main aspects in the coarse model the 

equivalent circuit aspect and the relation between the equivalent circuit components and the 

physics (knowledge). This separation is expected to bring in three major advantages:  

1) presenting the implementation of knowledge in the Space Mapping technique in a way 

that is much easier to understand by everybody in the field; 

2) providing the new freedom in manipulating the coarse model such that the initial 

optimization of the coarse model and the parameter extraction process can be performed in 

the equivalent circuit model using any available circuit simulator without returning to the 

variable space of the fine model;  

3) establishing a possible road map for a generic SM implementation. This model’s accuracy 

shall be comparable to those from XFDTD, which will act as the fine model. 

Another objective of this project is to develop Space Mapped models to study both the 

propagating mode wave and the evanescent mode wave.  

Space Mapped models for exploration of potential applications of LHEMs is another target of 

this project. Evanescent wave amplification will be modelled. Models shall be developed to 

analyze & synthesize systems based on LHEMs such as  

(i) “zero phase delay" microstrip transmission line and  

(ii)  patch antenna with increased directivity. 
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1.2 Methodology:  

The left handed electromagnetic materials are known to exhibit dispersive nature for both 

electric and magnetic parameters ε andµ. So, 

numerical models in frequency domain (e.g. 

spectral domain techniques) as well as time 

domain (e.g. FDTD) will require more computing 

resources and time. Therefore, Space Mapping 

shall be adopted in this work. However, the 

FDTD method shall be used in the development 

stage as the fine model. A schematic of the 

proposed method is shown in the figure shown 

here. Closed form formulae of ε andµ for 

metamaterial composed of arrays of split ring resonators and conducting rods shall be used as 

coarse model. The inputs to these formulae are the dimensions of the inclusive structures, their 

periodicity in the array and operating frequency. For arrays of other such structures like omega 

conducting patch, such formulae are not readily available. However, the dispersion curves of ε 

andµ for these other structure also follow those of the SRR and rod. Therefore, the ANN will 

map the dimension of Omega & other structures to the input parameters, excluding of course 

the frequency, of closed form formulae for SRR & rod. The reason for the exclusion of frequency 

is that in this model, the frequency varies continuously, where as other physical parameters 

remain constant for a given structure. Therefore, the developed ANN will be inefficient, if 

frequency is one of its inputs. XFDTD will be used as the fine model. The weights of the ANN 

shall be updated to minimize the error between the coarse and fine model. The results obtained 

shall be verified with commercial codes. Then this model shall be used to develop other models 

for simulated experiments on realization of LHEM components/systems followed by verification 

through commercial codes. Validation using prototype fabrication and testing shall be tried in 

the final stage. 
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1.3 Year wise Plan of work and targets to be achieved. 

1st Year:  Procurement & installation of equipments and commercial code XFDTD. Getting 

acquainted with XFDTD. Begin development of gradient based Space Mapped model for 

LHEM. Simulation of 1-D LHEM using XFDTD and verification of the results obtained with 

developed Space Mapped model. Refining Space Mapped model, if necessary, for matching 

with XFDTD results. Developing 2-D Space Mapped model for LHEM. Simulated experiments 

on amplifying evanescent wave. 

 

2nd Year: Space Mapped model development for (i) curved LHEM lens and studying its 

characteristics from simulations, (ii) simulation of “Zero phase delay" microstrip transmission 

line containing LHEM substrate and (iii) characterizing patch antenna with anisotropic 

metamaterial superstrate. Verification of simulated experiment results with those from 

prototypes. Preparation of the final technical report. 
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2.LEFT HANDED META MATERIAL 

 

Recently, there have been frequent study and research by researchers around the world regarding 

the left handed metamaterial that contradict with a lot of the physics law. The unusual 

characteristics of these materials have yet to be found in any natural material and are considered 

as a new material studied in the 21
st 

century.  

 

Left handed metamaterial (LHM) is an artificial material (periodic metallic structure) where the 

permeability and permittivity were simultaneously negative at a certain range of frequency. 

Before venturing deeper into this topic, a brief look into the material terminology would help in 

understanding this peculiar artificial material. Figure 2.1 shows the terminology of the materials. 

 

Figure 2.1 Terminology of the materials. 

 

From the figure, the material terminology is divided into 4 groups. Group I shows the Double 

Positive (DPS) material which have positive value of permittivity and permeability. Almost all 

existing materials are DPS material and one of the examples is dielectric. For group II, Epsilon 

Negative (ENG) material has only permeability in positive value but the permittivity is negative. 

On the other hand, group III represents Miu Negative (MNG) material which is opposite of ENG 
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material where the value of permittivity is positive and the value of permeability is negative. 

Lastly, the group IV shows the Double Negative (DNG) material and also known as Left Handed 

Metamaterial (LHM). This material has both permittivity and permeability in negative value. The 

works in this thesis focus on group IV material where the value of the permittivity and 

permeability are negative. Left Handed Metamaterial has a few unique and unusual properties 

due to negative value permittivity and permeability of the structure itself. Therefore, a fair 

amount of explanation has to be presented in order to showcase this newly discovered material. 

Their properties are discussed in chapter 2. One of the unique properties of Left Handed 

Metamaterial is negative refraction which will produce the focusing effect. With this property, 

LHM will be used to focus the radiation of an antenna thus should increased the gain of the 

antenna. 

 

2.2 Definition of Left-Handed Metamaterial  
 

Electromagnetic metamaterial can be defined as artificial effective homogenous electromagnetic 

structures with unusual properties not readily found in nature. A Left-Handed Metamaterial 

(LHM) or Double Negative Metamaterial (DNG) is an electromagnetic metamaterial that exhibit 

negative permittivity and permeability. This phenomenon can be characterized by the negative 

refraction index and the anti-parallel phase velocity which is also known as backward wave. The 

backward wave propagation has been verified in and the negative refraction has been proved. 

 

2.3 History of Left-Handed Metamaterial (LHM)  
 

The initial work on LHM was started by V. G. Veselago from the Lebedjev Physical Institute in 

Moscow when he made a theoretical speculation of this artificial material that exhibit negative 

permittivity and negative permeability [6]. Veselago speculation remain silent for 29 years until 

1996, J. B. Pendry from Imperial College London and his co-author form GEC-Marconi 

published a paper about artificial metallic construction which exhibit negative permittivity and 

negative permeability [7-8]. Following this interesting discovery, in 2001, the first experimental 

verification was made by Shelby, Smith and Schultz at the University of California [9]. The left 

handed material structure consists of split ring resonator and thin wire inspired by J. B. Pendry as 

shown in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.2 LHM consist of split ring resonator 

 

Since the introduction of LHM twelve years ago, many researchers were interested in 

investigating this artificial material and several of them was using LHM to improve the 

properties of the microwave devices such as antennas and filters. Many papers have been 

published regarding the LHM integrated with antennas and their properties have been analyzed. 

The focusing affect of LHM has made a low gain antenna becomes directive and have an 

increment of gain. 

 

2.4 Left-Handed Metamaterial Structure  
 

The first LHM structure consists of split ring resonator (SRR) and thin wire (TW) or capacitance 

loaded strip (CLS). The SRR exhibit the negative value of permeability and the CLS and TW 

exhibit the negative value of permittivity in a certain range of frequency.  
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Where pmω =2Π fpm 

            fpm = Magnetic plasma frequency 

            mξ  = Damping coefficient 

           0µ  = Permeability at free-space 

           ω  = 2Π f 

            f = Frequency of the electromagnetic wave 

 

It is clear that SRR would yield a negative value of permeability when the ω < pmω . 
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Plasma frequency can be interpreted as the frequency of the collective vibration of the electron 

cloud.  It also can be called as Plasmon with a frequency fp. 

 

2.4.1 Split Ring Resonator (SRR) 
 

 

                          

(a)     (b) 

Figure 2.3 (a) Circular split ring resonator; (b) Square split ring resonator 

 

A split ring resonator (SRR) as shown in Figure 2.3 is part of the LHM structure that exhibit 

negative value of permeability. If the excitation of the magnetic field is perpendicular to plane of 

the structure, this will generate the magnetic dipole moment. The SRR is a highly conductive 

structure in which the capacitance between the two rings balances its inductance. The SRR 

induces high current density structure which creates a large magnetic moment. This magnetic 

moment will exhibit a plasmonic-type of frequency. 

 

2.4.2 Capacitance Loaded Strip (CLS) and Thin Wire (TW) 
 

                                        

(a)     (b) 

Figure 2.4 (a) Capacitance loaded strip (CLS); (b) Thin wire (TW) 

 

Figure 2.4(a) shows the capacitance loaded strip (CLS) and Figure 2.4(b) shows the thin wire 

(TW). CLS and TW would produce strong dielectric like response. As electric field propagates 
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parallel through the TW or CLS, it will induce a current along them. This will generate an 

electric dipole moment to the structure and exhibit a plasmonic-type of permittivity frequency in 

a function of,             

( ) ( ) pe

e

pe

j
ω

ξωω
ω

εωε 










−
−=

2

0 1       (2.2) 

Where ω pe=2Π fpe 

            fpe = Electric plasma frequency 

            eξ  = Damping coefficient 

           0ε  = Permittivity at free-space 

           ω  = 2Π f and f = Frequency of the electromagnetic wave 

It is clear that SRR would yield a negative value of permeability when the ω < peω  

 

2.5 Left-Handed Metamaterial Characteristic  
 

2.5.1 Negative Refraction  
 

Due to its peculiarity in its DNG values, where the ε and μ are both negative, many other 

properties of this material are changed altogether. The most obvious alteration is the refractive 

index of the material where it takes on a negative value as given by the formula,                          

n = rrµε±                                                                 (2.3) 

On the other hand, the Snell’s law shown that the wave that propagates through the LHM bends 

the ‘wrong’ way as shown in Figure 2.5. 

               

(a)     (b) 

Figure 2.5 (a) Refracted wave in a RH Medium (b) Refracted wave in a LH Medium 

In Figure 2.5(b), the refractive index of 22 ' nn −= and the wave is refracted to the opposite side 

compared to the ray propagating in Right-Handed (RH) Medium. In addition, even though the 
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wave bends the opposite direction, the Snell’s Law is still been satisfied when a negative value 

of n is substituted into the equation, 

n
1 
sin θ

1 
= n

2 
sin θ

2                                                             
(2.4) 

 

And θ
2 

< 0 is obtained. Figure 2.6 shows the experiments done by in order to prove the negative 

refraction,  

 

Figure 2.6 The negative refractive index obtained from experiment 

 

Due to its negative refractive index, it is apparent that wave propagating through a LHM slab 

would be focused internally inside the slab and create a refocus point after leaving the slab. This 

is shown in Figure 2.6 and if this idea is applied into the microwave engineering, an 

enhancement of the directivity and gain can be obtained from a particular antenna.  

 

Figure 2.7 The refocused wave after passing through the LHM Slab 
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2.5.2 Backward Wave  
 

To prove one of the unique properties of the LHM, the backward wave phenomena.  

 

It starts with the Maxwell equations.  

sM
t

B
E −

∂
∂

−=×∇        (2.5) 

            sJ
t

D
H +

∂
∂

=×∇        (2.6) 

eD ρ=∇.                                                                              (2.7) 

mB ρ=∇.                                                                             (2.8) 

Where E  = Electric field density 

            H = Magnetic field density 

            D = Electric flux density 

        B = Magnetic flux density 

   sM = Magnetic current density 

sJ = Electric current density 

        eρ = Electric charge density 

       mρ = Magnetic charge density 

 

The Maxwell equations and the constitutive equation can then be presented as: 

sMHjE −−=×∇ ωµ          (2.9) 

            sJEjH +=×∇ ωµ                                                                         (2.10) 

            eD ρ=∇.                                                                                         (2.11) 

            mB ρ=∇.                                                                                        (2.12) 

And     D = ε E                                                                                          (2.13) 

            B = µ H                                                                                         (2.14) 
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To make it simple, assume that the lossless medium (ε ’’= µ ’’= 0) in region without sources       

( sM = sJ =0). In the case of ordinary RH medium (ε , µ >0), therefore: 

HE ωµβ +=×                                                                                   (2.15) 

EH ωεβ −=×                                                                                     (2.16) 

Where β  = wave vector 

 

On the other hand, in the case of LHM medium (ε , µ <0), and since ε =-ε >0 and µ =- µ >0, 

therefore ; 

HE ωµβ −=×        (2.17) 

            EH ωεβ +=×        (2.18) 

 

This builds the LHM arrangement as shown in figure 2.8(b) while figure 2.8(a) shows the RH 

arrangement.                                                  

                          

Figure 2.8 (a) RH medium Triad  (b) LH medium Triad 

 

Where S = Poynting vector  

β = Wave number  

           E = Electric field  

           H = Magnetic field 

 

As can be seen, the wave number, β is anti-parallel with the power flow in the LH medium. 
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The phase velocity then, 

β
β
ω 

=Vp                                                                                  (2.19) 

β
ββ =


 

The phase velocities of the RH medium are reverse compared to the LH medium. 

Moreover, because the wave number, is known positive in RH medium (outward propagation 

from the source), it is negative in LH medium (inward propagation from the source). It can be 

summarized as:  

RH medium: β  > 0    (Vp  > 0) 

LH medium: β  < 0    (Vp  < 0) 

As for the Poynting vector, the power flows of the LH medium are similar to the RH medium. It 

can be defined as: 

*HES ×=         (2.20) 

∫ ×=
s

sdHEP *
2

1
0                                                        (2.21) 

Where S =Poynting vector 

0P =Power flow 

On the other hand, the phase velocity is rather opposite to the oriented direction due to the fact 

that phase velocity is simply corresponding to the propagation of perturbation and not of energy. 

In conclusion, we can see the effect of the backward wave phenomenon due to the opposite 

orientation of the phase velocity. Although the phase velocity is reverse oriented, the power flow 

and the group velocity is not affected.       

 

2.6 Method to Determine the Value of Permittivity and Permeability 
Using Modified Nicolson-Ross-Wier (NRW) Approach 

 

In order to get more accurate approximation of the permittivity and permeability, the modified 

NRW Approach were studied and applied in this project [20]. NRW approach is commonly used 

technique to determine the value of permittivity and permeability.  
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1

1

1 V

V
T

Γ−
Γ−

=                                                                    (2.22) 

Where the expression of the reflection coefficient, Γ; 

 
2

2

1 TV

VT

−
−

=Γ                                                                    (2.23) 

 

Where, V1 = S21 + S11        (2.24)                                                    

    V2 = S21 - S11        (2.25)                               

 

Now we can obtain the equation below; 

1

1

1

)1)(1(
1

V

V
T

Γ−
−Γ+

=−                                                     (2.26)  

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

V

V

T

T

+
−

−
+

=
Γ−
Γ+

=η                                                   (2.27)  

Where T = Transmission Coefficient 

           Γ = Reflection coefficient 

η = Wave impedance 

 

Assuming that the electrical thickness of the LHM slab is not large (i.e.,kreald ≤ 1) and aware that 

the wave number ; 

rr
rr

k
c

k µε
µεω

0==                                                       (2.28) 

Where  ω = 2πf 

            c= Speed of light, 2.998 * 108 m/s   

            
c

k
ω

=0  

 

The transmission term can be written as T ≈ 1 – jkd to obtain the approximate results of 

permittivity and permeability from the above equations, respectively; 

2

2

0 1

12

V

V

djk
r

+
−

≈µ        (2.29) 
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r

r

k

k

µ
ε 1

2

0







=         (2.30) 

where d = thickness of substrate 

c
k

ω
=0  

V2 =S21 - S11 

 

Where the refraction index is simply obtained as ; 

n= rrµε =
0k

k
        (2.31) 

 

And the wave impedance as; 

( )
( )

2

2
21

2
11

21
2

11

2

2

1

12

1

1

1

1

1

1

SS

SS

V

V

V

V

r

r

−−
−+

=
+
−

−
+

==
ε
µη      (2.32) 

 

To avoid the square root issues in the permittivity expression, the equation (2.32) and (2.29) 

below has been used to get the equation of permittivity; 

1

1

0 1

12

V

V

djk
r

+
−

≈ε         (2.33) 

Where d = thickness of substrate 

c
k

ω
=0  

V2 =S21 + S11 

 

MATLAB is used in the calculation of the permittivity and permeability of the LHM structure. 

The NRW approach are used to calculate the permittivity and permeability of the LHM .This was 

done by exporting the S-parameters  from CST Microwave Studio software to MATLAB 

software. The extraction procedure is shown in the flow chart (Appendix-A-1). 
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2.7 EXAMPLE USING EM TOOL TO EXTRACT MATERIAL PARAMETERS 

 

In this part, we have consider a SRR on a material and simulated it by giving artificial boundry 

conditions and extracted its properties from the Reflection coefficients of the materials by using 

above methods. 

 

Design parametes of Material in the EM EM Tool 

The simulation/test setup requires to simulate a “slab” of the material under test.  The thickness 

of the slab should be below a full wavelength. For this simple test example, the material under 

test is homogeneous (Figure 2.8). For real life example, the material might consist of SRR and 

similar devices which display an macroscopic ENG, MNG or DNG behavior. 

 
Figure 2.8 Material for Testing in EM Tool 

In order to mimic an incident plane wave the boundaries should be set to magnetic and electric. 

The corresponding port modes will then be a “plane wave” at normal incident shown in Figure 

2.9.  

 

Note: For accurate results, we required that the ports are de-embedded to the “surface” of the 

material slab.   

 
Figure 2.9 Arificial Boundry Conditions 
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Ring dimensions Values(mm) 

outer width  2.8 

Eps silica:  3.78  

Thickness  0.005  

Slit gap  0.4  

Ring width  0.3  

Table 1. shows the Material dimensions taken for Testing 

 
After simulating the material in the Artificial environment by using the S-parametrs (Magniutde 

and Phase) shown in the figure 2.10 we retrive the material paramters permetivity (figure 2.11) 

and permeability (figure 2.11) which is the basic requrement to categorise LHM material. 

 

 
Figure 2.10 Reflection Coefficient of the SRR 

 

  
Figure 2.11 Real and Imaginary part of           Figure 2.11 Real and Imaginary part of Permetivity 

                       Permeability 
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3. WORK FLOW 

3.1 Task-I 

Linking between MATLAB and commercially available Electro-

Magnetic Tool 

In this part of the work we have successfully implemented the linking between EM Eool and 

Matlab, by calling EM Tool directly from Matlab on the Host Machine.  

 

Figure 3.1 Block Diagram of the Link 

There are two main ways to call EM Tool from within Matlab:  

1)  Launch EM Tool from Matlab command line and use a separate VBA file to instruct the Tool 

what operations to do  

2)  Run a Matlab .m file containing EM Tool commands 

3.1.1 Launch Tool from Matlab command line  

This is the simplest way to run Tool from within Matlab. It is appropriate when the EM model 

name and operations to be performed are known in advance and do not need to change. 

 At the Matlab command line, enter:  

 >> ! "CST_DS_Path\CST DESIGN ENVIRONMENT.exe" –m cmdfile.bas  

Where CST_DS_Path is the path to the CST STUDIO SUITE installation directory, and cmd 

file.bas is a Basic (VBA) file containing the commands to be executed within CST STUDIO 

SUITE. 

  

 

Matlab EM Tool
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Example 1: launch CST, open an existing model, solve, save  

For example, when CST_DS_Path is  ProgramFiles\CSTSTUDIO SUITE 2014     

and the command file name (including path) is   

“C:\Work\Start_CST.bas” 

 the Matlab command line would look like follows:  

 >> ! "C:\ProgramFiles\CSTSTUDIO SUITE 2014\CST DESIGN ENVIRONMENT.exe" –m 

C:\Work\Start_CST.bas  

 The contents of the   Start_CST.bas   file could look as follows:  

>>Sub Main  

>>OpenFile("C:\work\test1.cst”)  

>>Solver.Start  

>>Save  

>>End Sub  

This simple VBA script opens the CST model called test1.cst, starts the solver, and saves the 

model and then exits.  

3.1.2 Launch and control CST from a Matlab .m file  

In this case, all the commands that need to be executed in CST, instead of being contained in a 

VBA .bas file are contained in a Matlab .m file. They could as well be entered directly from the 

Matlab prompt.  

This technique has the advantage that it offers complete control of CST MWS from within 

Matlab. Various operations, like solving several models, performing parameter studies, changing 

a model, saving or discarding MWS results, etc. are therefore accessible.   

The user has access to all CST-specific VBA commands, by means of the Matlab command 

invoke.   
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Starting CST DESIGN ENVIRONMENT and opening an MWS window  

The first step is typically starting the CST DESIGN ENVIRONMENT. To perform this 

operation, the following command syntax is used:  

>>cst = actxserver('CSTStudio.application')  

“cst” can be replaced by any other variable name.  

To open a new MWS window in CST DS, the following syntax is used:  

>>mws = invoke (cst, 'NewMWS')  

Where “mws” can be replaced by any other variable name.  

To open an existing MWS model, you can (just as if you were working interactively within CST 

DS): - open the model directly into CST DS:  

>>mws = invoke (cst, 'OpenFile', ‘filename.cst');  

 - or, first open an empty MWS window, then open the model in this window:  

 >>mws = invoke (cst, 'NewMWS')  

>>invoke (mws, 'OpenFile', ‘filename.cst');  

Useful commands – some examples  

Find out the application name and version  

>>app = invoke (mws, 'GetApplicationName') 

>>ver = invoke (mws, 'GetApplicationVersion') 

Set the units  

>>units = invoke (mws,'Units'); 

>>invoke (units, 'Geometry','mm'); 

>>invoke (units, 'Frequency','ghz'); 

>>invoke (units, 'Time','s'); 

 Setting the value of a variable  

>>len1=40.00;  

>>invoke (mws, 'StoreParameter','len1', len1);   
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Solver commands examples  

>>solver = invoke (mws, 'Solver');  

>>invoke (solver, 'FrequencyRange', fr1, fr2);    % Set the frequency range   

>>invoke (solver, 'Start');  

Working with 1D results  

>>result = invoke (mws, 'Result1D', 'a1(1)1(1)');  % Example for  S11 linear  

>>numOfValue = invoke (result, 'GetN'); % Might be used to initialize variables  

>>invoke (result, 'Save', 'C:\tmp\filename');  

>>A = importdata ('C:\tmp\filename', ' ', 4)  

>>x = A.data(:, 1);  % x-data column  

>>y = A.data (:, 2);   % y-data column    

 Launch CST, open an existing Model, Solve, Save  

To reach the same effect as in the example shown in the above paragraph, the following set of 

commands need to be entered into the .m file:   

>>cst = actxserver ('CSTStudio.application')  

>>mws = invoke (cst, 'NewMWS')  

>>invoke (mws, 'OpenFile', 'C:\work\test1.cst');  

>>solver = invoke (mws, 'Solver');  

>>invoke (solver, 'Start');  

>>invoke (mws, 'Save');  

>>release (solver);  

>>release (mws);  

>>release (cst);  
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Open an MWS file, perform a parameter study, and store a result in a Matlab vector  

The following code can be used to perform this operations.(The code is contained in the attached 

file  studio3.m.  It refers to the CST model tsplitter.cst.)  

    %Calling CST MWS Studio 

>>cst = actxserver ('CSTStudio.application')  

>>mws = invoke (cst, 'NewMWS')   

>>app = invoke (mws, 'GetApplicationName')   

>>ver = invoke (mws, 'GetApplicationVersion')   

   % Open the MWS model  

>>invoke (mws, 'OpenFile', 'C:\CST_Test\tsplitter.cst');  

>>for iii = 1:1:2   % Parameter sweep  

   % Set value of parameter  

>>invoke (mws, 'StoreParameter','offset', iii);   

>> invoke (mws, 'Rebuild');  

    % Start solver  

>> solver = invoke(mws, 'Solver');  

>>invoke (solver, 'Start');  

   % Take over the result; here, as an example, the amplitude (linear) of  S11  

>> result = invoke(mws, 'Result1D', 'a1(1)1(1)');  

>> numOfValue = invoke(result, 'GetN');  % Might be used to initialize variables  

>> invoke (result, 'Save', 'C:\tmp\filename');  

>>A = importdata ('C:\tmp\filename', ' ', 4)  

>>x (:, iii) = A.data (:, 1);       % x-data column  

>>y (:, iii) = A.data (:, 2);       % y-data column  

>>end  
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>>invoke (mws, 'Save');  

>>invoke (mws, 'Quit');  

>>release (result);  

>>release (solver);  

>>release (mws);  

>>release (cst); 

3.2 Task-II 

Space Mapping 

The Space Mapping theory provides a mathematical framework which forms a natural way of 

incorporating traditional engineering practices, as for in-stance rules of thumb and other best 

practices, in the work with far more advanced and expensive models.The Space Mapping method 

requires two models provided by the user: 

• The model on which optimization is to be performed, typically an accurate, expensive 

and non-linear model, denoted the fine model. 

• A model approximating the same system as the expensive model, typically a simpler, 

cheap er and less accurate model, and presumably non-linear as well, denoted the coarse 

model. 

The Space Mapping method constructs a parameter mapping between the models, and thereby 

enhancing the usability. Coarse model as an approximation to the fine model. The parameter 

mapping roughly consists in fitting the coarse model to the fine model evaluated in a given set of 

fine model parameters. In this project we are using local linear approximations to this mapping, 

and thereby generating a sequence of approximations to the fine model, using the coarse model 

through the parameter mapping. 

This project reveals that the conventional formulation of the Space Map-ping method, see for 

instance [1,2], is insucient if the coarse model lacks certain properties in describing the fine 

model. Due to this, we present a novel combined model, which links the Space Mapping method 

with direct, trust region, optimization methods, as they for instance are described in [3]. With 

this combined model, we use any new fine model evaluation performed, to update a local linear 

approximation to the fine model. The novel formulation of the Space Mapping method directs 

most of the optimization computational effort towards the combined model, while main-taining 

the accuracy of the fine model. Hence the overall computational effort needed is smaller than 

that needed for direct optimization. 
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3.2.1 Introducing notation 

When mo delling a physical system we discern b etween two situations: 

1. Design of a new system by modelling the expected behaviour, where the final design has 

to meet some predefined specifications, and 

2. Modelling an existing system, where the model has to fit some measurements of the 

physical system. 

With this in mind, let a finite set of either specications or measurements of a physical system be 

represented by the set of points {t(i) ,y (i)}, i =1……m,invector notation: {t,y}. 

3.2.2 Models 

Consider a mathematical model,  

g (t ; x ): Rn  →Rm, m>n , 

which should approximate a given set of points {t,y}, representing some specifications or 

measurements of the system considered, in an optimal way. We define the residual vector as 

f=[f(1)……f(m)]T, consisting of the residuals, 

f (i) (x)= g(t(i) ; x)- y(i) for i =1……m;         (2.1) 

hence f : Rn → Rm. 

We wish to find a set of parameters x belongs to Rn which makes the model g fit the points {t;y}, 

such that a given merit function H , usually a norm in Rm , of the residual vector, H(f ( x )), is 

minimized. 

The choice of merit function H : Rm → R is arbitrary,as long as it is continuous and satisfies the 

requirements: 

H(0) <H(q)  for all q belongs to Rm{0}      (2.2) 

Lim(q →0)  H(q)=H(0)          (2.3) 

i.e. having the lowest value for the vector of zeros, and approaching the lowest value as the 

parameters approach the vector of zeros.  

The parameters x might be constrained to some confined region of Rn, due to either limitations in 

the model or the system considered. However, to keep the formulation simple, we will only 

consider the unconstrained case, i.e. x belongs to Rn. 
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Defining the objective function F(x)= H (f (x)), we can write the problem of minimizing the 

residuals as, 

x* = argmin F(x)          (2.4) 

This problem, of making a mathematical model approximate some specifications or 

measurements of a physical system, is the main problem addressed in this project. 

Of the general problem presented in (2.4), we will consider only the special case where the 

model g , which we denote the fine model, is very expensive to evaluate. For instance g is so 

computationally intensive that evaluation times rather than the optimization algorithms is the 

bottleneck, limiting the practical use of the model. We consider the fine model as capable of 

accurately emulating the behaviour of the physical system, and it may even include 

computational utilization of actual hardware measurements. Though this project will only 

consider numerical models. Note that the resulting expensive objective function F makes the 

problem (2.4) dificult and impractical to solve. 

3.2.3 Coarse model 

Due to the dificulties associated with the expensiveness of the fine model, we introduce a faster 

and cheaper, but less accurate, model d(t;z) of the same system, which we denote the coarse 

model . Such a model may be a good empirical model. However, the parameter values might be 

outside their recommended ranges. The coarse model d is used to gain information about the fine 

model g, by obtaining a correspondence between the parameters x and z. Before dealing with 

this, we have a few more prefatory remarks about the models. 

As the fine model, the coarse model should approximate a given set of points {t; y}. Hence we 

wish to find the set of parameters z* belongs to Rn which minimize the residuals 

c(z )=[d(t (1) ; z)-y(1) ………d(t (m) ; z)- y(m)]T    (2.5) 

for some merit function H of the residuals, H (c ( z )). The merit function should be the same as 

the one used in conjunction with the fine model residuals. Defining the objective function 

C(z)=H (c ( z )) we can write the problem of minimizing the residual as 

z* = argmin C(z)     (2.6) 

The process of finding z* is considered unambiguous, which implies that z* is a unique, global 

minimum of C. 

Due to the cheap objective function C, the problem (2.6) is much easier solved than the problem 

(2.4) related to the fine model. Notice that the solution z* of (2.6) might be very difierent from 

the solution x* to (2.4), due to the differences between the fine and the coarse models. 
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From this place we will interchangeably use the short notations g(x) and d(z), with the longer 

notations g (t; x ) and d(t ; z). 

3.2.4 Smoothness 

We require that the vector functions f and c are continuously differentiable, i.e. the functions 

being differentiable and their derivatives being continuous. This implies that both functions are 

so smooth that we can express them by a first-order Taylor expansion. Hence, illustrated by f , 

f (x + h)= f (xk)+ f ‘ (xk) h + o (||h||)                 (2.7) 

where || || indicates some norm in Rn and where f ‘ ( xk ) is the Jacobian in xk , 

f ’(xk) = [d f ( i )/dx(j)]    i =1 ….m;   j=1…..n      

Due to the smoothness assumption we can define a linearization fk of the vector function f 

around a set of parameters xk , 

fk (x) = f (xk)+ f ‘(xk )( x-xk )        (2.8) 

Notice that the evaluation of the Jacobian is not considered implemented as a part of the fine 

model, and therefore it is not available for use during optimization. The Jacobian of the coarse 

model is assumed available as a part of the model evaluation, at least as a finite difference 

approximation or automatic differentiation.  

Response 

For the convenience of complying with earlier works on Space Mapping theory,we name the 

vector resulting from an evaluation of a vector function a response . Hence an evaluation of the 

fine model g for an arbitrary set of parameters x results in a fine model response. This concept is 

illustrated in figure 2.1 with an example of a fine model response. 

3.2.5 The mapping function 

As the coarse and the fine model approximate the same physical system, we may imply some 

similarity between the models. This naturally leads to the idea of using the coarse model to gain 

information about the fine model.  
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Figure 2.1: An example fine model response of size m =5. 

A response is the vector resulting from a vector function  

evaluation for a given set of parameters. 

We do this by establishing a functional mapping p between the two parameter spaces. The 

mapping function p relates a set x of fine parameters with the set z of coarse parameters which 

yield the best similarity between g(x), the fine model response, and d(z), the coarse model 

response. Hence the functional relation between the parameter spaces is z = p (x ). We measure 

the similarity between two responses by the vector of residual errors 

r (x; z )= g (x)- d(z)                                              (2.9) 

=[g (1)(x)-d(1)(z)……..g (m)(x)- d(m) (z)]T      

for given sets of coarse and fine model parameters. The concept of the residual error is illustrated 

in figure 2 .2, where the components of the residual vector corresponds to the vertical distances 

between the fine and the coarse model responses. 

For a fixed set of fine parameters x, the set of coarse parameters z which yield the smallest value 

of some merit function H of the residual errors, H(r(x; z)), will be termed the mapped set of 

coarse parameters. We denote the process of minimizing H(r(x ; z)) evaluation of the mapping 

function 

p (x) = argmin H (r (x; z))      (2.10) 
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Figure 2.2: Plot of example fine and coarse model responses (m =5). 

The components of the residual vector, r(x ; z)= g (x)-d(z),are the vertical distances 

 between each corresponding set of components in the model responses. 

Hence the mapping function relates the fine and the coarse model space, in such way that a set of 

fine parameters x is mapped to the set of coarse parameters z, which yields the best possible fit 

of a coarse model response to the actual fine model response. 

The mapping is assumed unique ,by which we comprehend the mapping function being injective, 

at least within some confined regions of interest within the coarse and the fine model space. 

Additionally we a ssume that the mapping is smooth, at least locally.The merit function can be 

chosen arbitrarily, i.e. it does not have to be the same as the one used with the residuals between 

respectively the fine or coarse model and the data, as long as it is continuous and the 

requirements in (2.2) and (2.3) are satisfied. Observe that choosing a non-differentiable merit 

function H , e.g. the infinity norm, might make the mapping function non-differentiable at some 

points in the parameter spaces.  

The principle of the mapping idea is sketched in figure 2.3. It is shown how a given set of 

parameters x, in the fine model space, is mapped one-to-one with the corresponding set of 

parameters z , in the coarse model space. 

Notice, that each time the mapping function is evaluated, one fine model evaluation has to be 

performed. Hence the mapping function is at least as expensive to evaluate as the fine model. 
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Figure 2.3: The figure is showing an example mapping in two dimensional space (n =2) between 

a set of fine parameters x =[x(1); x(2) ]T and a set of coarse parameters z =[ z(1) ;z(2) ]T.The 

parameters are related through the mapping function, z = p(x), defined in (2.10). 

From the definition of the mapping function it follows that 

g (x) = d (p(x))         (2.11) 

i.e. the coarse model with the mapped parameters approximates the fine model. We define the 

perfect mapping as case where the optimal set of coarse parameters z = z* minimizes H(d(z)-

g(x*)), which, according to (2.10), implies that z* = p (x*). According to (2.2) a special case of 

the perfect mapping is when g (x*)= d(z*), hence when the models match perfectly at their 

optima. We use the term unit mapping if p(x)= x for all x , i.e. the mapped coarse parameters are 

equal to the fine model parameters.We denote d(p( x)) the mapped coarse model. 

Parameter extraction 

In earlier works the e valuation of the mapping function (2.10) is referred to as the process of 

parameter extraction. This name refers to the property that the process of minimizing the residual 

error is consistent with extracting parameters from a data fitting problem. Hence solving (2.10) 

corresponds to fit the coarse model to a given response of the fine model, thereby extracting the 

set of coarse model parameters, which makes the coarse model response fit the given fine model 

response. 

3.2.6 Ensuring a unique mapping 

As the mapping function is formulated in (2.10) one fine function evaluation is used each time a 

parameter set is mapped between the fine and the coarse model space. If there exist several 

solutions to (2.10),such that the mapping is not unique, as presupposed, then further information 

has to be obtained about the fine model. We will leave this problem of ensuring the uniqueness 

of the mapping function to a later study. However we will give a very brief presentation of three 

approaches below. 
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• Multi point method. One method for ensuring the uniqueness of the mapping function, 

is to sample one or more points in the vicinity of the current set of fine parameters and 

using the information obtained to make a multi point evaluation of the parameter 

extraction. The problem is how to select the points to include. A method using a variable 

number of points is described in [4]. The method aims at choosing just enough points, in 

the right directions from the current  point, to ensure a unique mapping. 

• Known relation. If the relation between one or more parameters is know in advance, 

these parameters do not have to be mapped. If previous experiments haveshown a simple 

relation, e.g. linear, between parts of the parameter spaces, then this knowledge could be 

utilized to avoid non-uniqueness in the mapping function for t hese parts of the parameter 

spaces. For instance if  z(1)=αx(1)+β  for x(1) in some subset of R, and for known values of 

β and α, then the problem (2.10) is reduced by one dimension. Hence resulting in a 

problem of finding the n-1 unknown, which minimizes the merit function of m residuals, 

when considering parameters in the subset of R. 

• Double sided parameter extraction. Another approach to ensuring the uniqueness of the 

mapping function, is to have the independent parameters t mapped along with the 

dependent parameters x . This approach is for instance described in [5]. 
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4. RESULTS 

4.1 Task-I 

Code for Linking between MATLAB and commercially available 

Electro-Magnetic Tool CST MWS Refer Appendix-II for flow chart 

 

This  code will generate D-SRR shown in figure 4.1 in CST MWS 
 
%Input Parameters% 
fmin=6 
fmax=14 
Epsln=4.3 
mue=1 
tan_del=0.019 
h=0.8  % no.1 
a=4    % no.2 
Hd=2 
ir=0.7 % no.4 
w=0.2  % no.5 
d=0.2  % no.6 
s=0.2  % no.7 
ct=2.5 % no.8 
b=0.02 
pp=10  % no.9 
  

FIGURE 4.1.1 

%% Calling CST 
cst=actxserver('CSTStudio.application'); 
D_SRR=invoke(cst, 'NewMws'); 
  
%Start of Plannar Templete 
plot=invoke(D_SRR,'Plot'); 
     invoke(plot,'DrawBox','true'); 
  
%SETTINGS THE UNITS      
units=invoke(D_SRR,'Units'); 
      %Setting the Units 
      invoke(units, 'Geometry','mm'); 
      invoke(units, 'Frequency','ghz'); 
      invoke(units, 'Time','ns'); 
  
%DEFAULT BACKGROUND FREE SPACE       
Background=invoke(D_SRR,'Background'); 
      %Setting the background material 
      invoke(Background,'Type','Normal');  
      invoke(Background,'Epsilon','1.0');  
      invoke(Background,'Mue','1.0');  
      invoke(Background,'XminSpace','0.0');  
      invoke(Background,'XmaxSpace','0.0');  
      invoke(Background,'YminSpace','0.0');  
      invoke(Background,'YmaxSpace','0.0');  
      invoke(Background,'ZminSpace','0.0');  
      invoke(Background,'ZmaxSpace','0.0'); 
%MESH PROPERTIES       
Mesh=invoke(D_SRR,'Mesh');  
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     %Setting the Mesh 
     invoke(Mesh,'MergeThinPECLayerFixpoints','True');  
     invoke(Mesh,'UseRatioLimit','True');  
     invoke(Mesh,'RatioLimit','20');  
     invoke(Mesh,'LinesPerWavelength','35');  
     invoke(Mesh,'MinimumStepNumber','4');  
     invoke(Mesh,'Automesh','True');  
     invoke(Mesh,'AutomeshRefineAtPecLines','True','6'); 
     invoke(Mesh,'FPBAAvoidNonRegUnite','True');  
     invoke(Mesh,'ConsiderSpaceForLowerMeshLimit','False');  
     invoke(Mesh,'SetCreator','High frequency'); 
      
MeshAdaption3D=invoke(D_SRR,'MeshAdaption3D'); 
               invoke(MeshAdaption3D,'SetAdaptionStrategy','Energy');      
  
%Setting the Meshtype      
MeshSettings=invoke(D_SRR,'MeshSettings'); 
             invoke(MeshSettings,'SetMeshType','HexTLM'); 
    
% PARAMETERS USED 
     % defining the patameters of subs 
     invoke(D_SRR, 'StoreParameter','a',a); 
     invoke(D_SRR, 'StoreParameter','b',b); 
     invoke(D_SRR, 'StoreParameter','h',h); 
     %parameters of Circular SRR 
     invoke(D_SRR, 'StoreParameter','ir',ir); 
     invoke(D_SRR, 'StoreParameter','w',w); 
     invoke(D_SRR, 'StoreParameter','d',d); 
     invoke(D_SRR, 'StoreParameter','s',s); 
     invoke(D_SRR, 'StoreParameter','ct',ct); 
     % definigng frequency range 
     invoke(D_SRR, 'StoreParameter','fmin',fmin); 
     invoke(D_SRR, 'StoreParameter','fmax',fmax); 
     %defining bulk parameters of substrate 
     invoke(D_SRR, 'StoreParameter','Epsln',Epsln); 
     invoke(D_SRR, 'StoreParameter','mue',mue); 
     invoke(D_SRR, 'StoreParameter','tan_del',tan_del); 
     %defining port distance 
     invoke(D_SRR, 'StoreParameter','pp',pp); 
%End of Plannar Templete              
Material=invoke(D_SRR,'Material'); 
     %Defining the Material 
     invoke(Material,'Reset');  
     invoke(Material,'Name','material1'); 
     invoke(Material,'FrqType','all'); 
     invoke(Material,'Type','Normal'); 
     invoke(Material,'SetMaterialUnit','GHz','mm'); 
     invoke(Material,'Epsilon','Epsln'); 
     invoke(Material,'Mue','mue'); 
     invoke(Material,'ThinPanel','False'); 
     invoke(Material,'Thickness','0'); 
     invoke(Material,'Kappa','tan_del'); 
     invoke(Material,'TanD','0.0'); 
     invoke(Material,'TanDFreq','0.0'); 
     invoke(Material,'TanDGiven','False'); 
     invoke(Material,'TanDModel','ConstTanD'); 
     invoke(Material,'ReferenceCoordSystem','Global'); 
     invoke(Material,'CoordSystemType','Cartesian'); 
     invoke(Material,'KappaM','0'); 
     invoke(Material,'TanDM','0.0'); 
     invoke(Material,'TanDMFreq','0.0'); 
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     invoke(Material,'TanDMGiven','False'); 
     invoke(Material,'TanDMModel','ConstTanD'); 
     invoke(Material,'DispModelEps','None'); 
     invoke(Material,'DispModelMue','None'); 
     invoke(Material,'DispersiveFittingSchemeEps','1st Order'); 
     invoke(Material,'DispersiveFittingSchemeMue','1st Order'); 
     invoke(Material,'UseGeneralDispersionEps','False'); 
     invoke(Material,'UseGeneralDispersionMue','False'); 
     invoke(Material,'NLAnisotropy','False'); 
     invoke(Material,'NLAStackingFactor','1'); 
     invoke(Material,'NLADirectionX','1'); 
     invoke(Material,'NLADirectionY','0'); 
     invoke(Material,'NLADirectionZ','0'); 
     invoke(Material,'Rho','0'); 
     invoke(Material,'ThermalType','Normal'); 
     invoke(Material,'ThermalConductivity','0'); 
     invoke(Material,'HeatCapacity','0'); 
     invoke(Material,'metabolicRate','0'); 
     invoke(Material,'BloodFlow','0'); 
     invoke(Material,'VoxelConvection','0'); 
     invoke(Material,'MechanicsType','Unused'); 
     invoke(Material,'Colour','0','1','1');  
     invoke(Material,'Wireframe','False');  
     invoke(Material,'Reflection','False');  
     invoke(Material,'Allowoutline','True');  
     invoke(Material,'Transparentoutline','False');  
     invoke(Material,'Transparency','0');  
     invoke(Material,'Create'); 
      
      
% CREATING COMPONENTS 
Component=invoke(D_SRR,'Component'); 
    %Defining Component 
    invoke(Component,'New','component1'); 
%Start of creating the substrate     
Brick=invoke(D_SRR,'Brick'); 
     invoke(Brick,'Reset');  
     invoke(Brick,'Name','Substrate');  
     invoke(Brick,'Component','component1');  
     invoke(Brick,'Material','material1');  
     invoke(Brick,'Xrange','-a/2','a/2');  
     invoke(Brick,'Yrange','-(b-(ir+w+d+w+w/2))/2-w/2','(b-
(ir+w+d+w+w/2))/2+(ir+w+d+w)');  
     invoke(Brick,'Zrange','-h','0');  
     invoke(Brick,'Create'); 
%defining inner Ring      
ring1=invoke(D_SRR,'cylinder'); 
     invoke(ring1,'Reset');  
     invoke(ring1,'Name','inner_ring');  
     invoke(ring1,'Component','component1');  
     invoke(ring1,'Material','PEC'); 
     invoke(ring1,'Axis','Z'); 
     invoke(ring1,'Outerradius','ir+w');  
     invoke(ring1,'Innerradius','ir'); 
     invoke(ring1,'Xcenter','0'); 
     invoke(ring1,'Ycenter','0'); 
     invoke(ring1,'Zcenter','0'); 
     invoke(ring1,'Zrange','0','ct'); 
     invoke(ring1,'Segments','0'); 
     invoke(ring1,'Create'); 
%defining slit1 
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Brick1=invoke(D_SRR,'Brick'); 
     invoke(Brick1,'Reset');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Name','slit1');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Component','component1');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Material','PEC');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Xrange','-s/2','s/2');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Yrange','ir-w/4','ir+w');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Zrange','0','ct');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Create');     
%Boolean substraction      
 Solid1=invoke(D_SRR,'Solid');  
 invoke(Solid1,'Subtract','component1:inner_ring','component1:slit1');  
  
%defining block1 for subtracting 
Brick2=invoke(D_SRR,'Brick'); 
     invoke(Brick1,'Reset');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Name','block1');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Component','component1');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Material','PEC');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Xrange','-ir-w','ir+w');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Yrange','-(ir+w)','w/2+d');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Zrange','0','ct');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Create');     
  
 %Boolean substraction      
 Solid2=invoke(D_SRR,'Solid');  
 invoke(Solid2,'Subtract','component1:inner_ring','component1:block1');  
  
 %defining block1 for adding 
Brick3=invoke(D_SRR,'Brick'); 
     invoke(Brick1,'Reset');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Name','block2');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Component','component1');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Material','PEC');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Xrange','-ir-w/6','ir+w/6');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Yrange','w/2+d','w/2+d+w');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Zrange','0','ct');  
     invoke(Brick1,'Create');     
  
 %Boolean addition      
 Solid3=invoke(D_SRR,'Solid');  
 invoke(Solid3,'Add','component1:inner_ring','component1:block2');  
  
 %defining outer Ring            
ring2=invoke(D_SRR,'cylinder'); 
     invoke(ring2,'Reset');  
     invoke(ring2,'Name','outer_ring');  
     invoke(ring2,'Component','component1');  
     invoke(ring2,'Material','PEC'); 
     invoke(ring2,'Axis','Z'); 
     invoke(ring2,'Outerradius','ir+w+d+w');  
     invoke(ring2,'Innerradius','ir+w+d'); 
     invoke(ring2,'Xcenter','0'); 
     invoke(ring2,'Ycenter','0'); 
     invoke(ring2,'Zcenter','0'); 
     invoke(ring2,'Segments','0'); 
     invoke(ring2,'Zrange','0','ct');  
     invoke(ring2,'Create'); 
%defining block for sub 
Brick4=invoke(D_SRR,'Brick'); 
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     invoke(Brick2,'Reset');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Name','block3');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Component','component1');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Material','PEC');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Xrange','-(ir+w+d+w)','ir+w+d+w');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Yrange','-(ir+w+d+w)','0');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Zrange','0','ct');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Create');     
  
 %Boolean substraction      
 Solid4=invoke(D_SRR,'Solid');  
 invoke(Solid4,'Subtract','component1:outer_ring','component1:block3'); 
  
 %defining block for add 
Brick5=invoke(D_SRR,'Brick'); 
     invoke(Brick2,'Reset');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Name','block4');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Component','component1');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Material','PEC');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Xrange','-a/2','a/2');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Yrange','-w/2','w/2');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Zrange','0','ct');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Create');     
  
 %Boolean Add      
 Solid5=invoke(D_SRR,'Solid');  
 invoke(Solid5,'Add','component1:outer_ring','component1:block4'); 
  
%defining block slit 
Brick6=invoke(D_SRR,'Brick'); 
     invoke(Brick2,'Reset');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Name','slit2');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Component','component1');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Material','PEC');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Xrange','-s/2','s/2');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Yrange','-w/2','w/2');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Zrange','0','ct');  
     invoke(Brick2,'Create');     
  
 %Boolean substraction      
 Solid6=invoke(D_SRR,'Solid');  
 invoke(Solid6,'Subtract','component1:outer_ring','component1:slit2'); 
  
 %DEFINING BOUNDARY    
  Boundary=invoke(D_SRR,'Boundary'); 
     invoke(Boundary,'Xmin','open');  
     invoke(Boundary,'Xmax','open');  
     invoke(Boundary,'Ymin','electric');  
     invoke(Boundary,'Ymax','electric');  
     invoke(Boundary,'Zmin','magnetic');  
     invoke(Boundary,'Zmax','magnetic');  
     invoke(Boundary,'Xsymmetry','none');  
     invoke(Boundary,'Ysymmetry','none');  
     invoke(Boundary,'Zsymmetry','none');  
     invoke(Boundary,'XminThermal','isothermal');  
     invoke(Boundary,'XmaxThermal','isothermal');  
     invoke(Boundary,'YminThermal','isothermal'); 
     invoke(Boundary,'YmaxThermal','isothermal');  
     invoke(Boundary,'ZminThermal','isothermal');  
     invoke(Boundary,'ZmaxThermal','isothermal');  
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     invoke(Boundary,'XsymmetryThermal','none');  
     invoke(Boundary,'YsymmetryThermal','none');  
     invoke(Boundary,'ZsymmetryThermal','none');  
     invoke(Boundary,'ApplyInAllDirections','False');  
     invoke(Boundary,'XminTemperature','');  
     invoke(Boundary,'XminTemperatureType','None');  
     invoke(Boundary,'XmaxTemperature','');  
     invoke(Boundary,'XmaxTemperatureType','None'); 
     invoke(Boundary,'YminTemperature','');  
     invoke(Boundary,'YminTemperatureType','None');  
     invoke(Boundary,'YmaxTemperature','');  
     invoke(Boundary,'YmaxTemperatureType','None');  
     invoke(Boundary,'ZminTemperature','');  
     invoke(Boundary,'ZminTemperatureType','None'); 
     invoke(Boundary,'ZmaxTemperature','');  
     invoke(Boundary,'ZmaxTemperatureType','None');      
      
% PORTS      
port1=invoke(D_SRR,'Port'); 
     %Defining the port1 
     invoke(port1,'Reset'); 
     invoke(port1,'PortNumber','1');  
     invoke(port1,'NumberOfModes','1');  
     invoke(port1,'AdjustPolarization','False');  
     invoke(port1,'PolarizationAngle','0.0');  
     invoke(port1,'ReferencePlaneDistance','0');  
     invoke(port1,'TextSize','50');  
     invoke(port1,'Coordinates','Free');  
     invoke(port1,'Orientation','xmin');  
     invoke(port1,'PortOnBound','False');  
     invoke(port1,'ClipPickedPortToBound','False');  
     invoke(port1,'Xrange','-pp-a/2','-pp-a/2');  
     invoke(port1,'Yrange','-(b-(ir+w+d+w+w/2))/2-w/2','(b-
(ir+w+d+w+w/2))/2+(ir+w+d+w)');  
     invoke(port1,'Zrange','-h','ct');  
     invoke(port1,'XrangeAdd','0.0','0.0');  
     invoke(port1,'YrangeAdd','0.0','0.0');  
     invoke(port1,'ZrangeAdd','0.0','0.0');  
     invoke(port1,'SingleEnded','False');  
     invoke(port1,'Create');      
      
port2=invoke(D_SRR,'Port'); 
     %Defining the port2 
     invoke(port2,'Reset'); 
     invoke(port2,'PortNumber','2');  
     invoke(port2,'NumberOfModes','1');  
     invoke(port2,'AdjustPolarization','False');  
     invoke(port2,'PolarizationAngle','0.0');  
     invoke(port2,'ReferencePlaneDistance','0');  
     invoke(port2,'TextSize','50');  
     invoke(port2,'Coordinates','Free');  
     invoke(port2,'Orientation','xmax');  
     invoke(port2,'PortOnBound','False');  
     invoke(port2,'ClipPickedPortToBound','false');  
     invoke(port2,'Xrange','pp+a/2','pp+a/2');  
     invoke(port2,'Yrange','-(b-(ir+w+d+w+w/2))/2-w/2','(b-
(ir+w+d+w+w/2))/2+(ir+w+d+w)');  
     invoke(port2,'Zrange','-h','ct');  
     invoke(port2,'XrangeAdd','0.0','0.0');  
     invoke(port2,'YrangeAdd','0.0','0.0');  
     invoke(port2,'ZrangeAdd','0.0','0.0');  
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     invoke(port2,'SingleEnded','False');  
     invoke(port2,'Create'); 
      
% Saving the .cst file      
invoke(D_SRR,'SaveAs','C:\Users\SATYA\Desktop\UGC_Space_Mapping\D_SRR.cst',
'False'); 
      
%SOLVER SETTINGS 
solver=invoke(D_SRR,'Solver'); 
     %Defining Frequency range & solver type 
     invoke(solver,'frequencyRange','fmin','fmax');      
     invoke(solver,'CalculationType','TD-S'); 
     invoke(solver,'StimulationPort','All'); 
     invoke(solver,'StimulationMode','All'); 
     invoke(solver,'SteadyStateLimit','-30'); 
     invoke(solver,'MeshAdaption','False'); 
     invoke(solver,'AutoNormImpedance','False'); 
     invoke(solver,'NormingImpedance','50'); 
     invoke(solver,'CalculateModesOnly','False'); 
     invoke(solver,'SParaSymmetry','False'); 
     invoke(solver,'StoreTDResultsInCache','False'); 
     invoke(solver,'FullDeembedding','False'); 
     invoke(solver,'SuperimposePLWExcitation','False'); 
     invoke(solver,'UseSensitivityAnalysis','False'); 
     invoke(solver,'FrequencySamples','101'); 
     invoke(solver,'Start'); 
   
%saving the file after simulation 
  invoke(D_SRR, 'Save'); 
     
%MAGNITUDE 
result= invoke(D_SRR,'Result1D','a1(1)1(1)'); 
        %Saving the results in a temporary file  
        
invoke(result,'Save','C:\Users\SATYA\Desktop\UGC_Space_Mapping\DM1r.txt'); 
        
result= invoke(D_SRR,'Result1D','a2(1)1(1)'); 
        %Saving the results in a temporary file  
        
invoke(result,'Save','C:\Users\SATYA\Desktop\UGC_Space_Mapping\DM2r.txt'); 
        
%PHASE         
result= invoke(D_SRR,'Result1D','p1(1)1(1)'); 
        %Saving the results in a temporary file  
        
invoke(result,'Save','C:\Users\SATYA\Desktop\UGC_Space_Mapping\DP1r.txt'); 
         
result= invoke(D_SRR,'Result1D','p2(1)1(1)'); 
        %Saving the results in a temporary file  
        
invoke(result,'Save','C:\Users\SATYA\Desktop\UGC_Space_Mapping\DP2r.txt'); 
% loading Phase 
        p1= 
importdata('C:\Users\SATYA\Desktop\UGC_Space_Mapping\DP1r.txt',' ',4); 
        P1r=p1.data; %1st data vector imported to matlab workspace 
        aa=size(P1r); 
        nn=aa(1,1); 
%manipulating the phase1 
        mx1=max(abs(P1r(:,2))); 
        while mx1 > 180 
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            for i=1:nn 
                if P1r(i,2)<-180 
                   P1r(i,2)=P1r(i,2)+360; 
                end 
                if P1r(i,2)>180 
                   P1r(i,2)=P1r(i,2)-360; 
                end 
            end 
            mx1=max(abs(P1r(:,2))); 
        end 
%manipulating the phase2 
        p2= 
importdata('C:\Users\SATYA\Desktop\UGC_Space_Mapping\DP2r.txt',' ',4); 
        P2r=p2.data; %1st data vector imported to matlab workspace 
%manipulating the phase2 
        mx2=max(abs(P2r(:,2))); 
        while mx2 > 180 
            for i=1:nn 
                if P2r(i,2)<-180 
                   P2r(i,2)=P2r(i,2)+360; 
                end 
                if P2r(i,2)>180 
                   P2r(i,2)=P2r(i,2)-360; 
                end 
            end 
            mx2=max(abs(P2r(:,2))); 
        end 
  
release(plot);      
release(Background);      
release(units); 
release(MeshAdaption3D);      
release(Mesh); 
release(MeshSettings); 
release(Material); 
release(Component); 
  
release(Brick); 
release(ring1); 
release(Brick1); 
release(Solid1); 
release(Brick2); 
release(Solid2); 
release(Brick3); 
release(Solid3); 
  
release(ring2); 
release(Brick4); 
release(Solid4); 
release(Brick5); 
release(Solid5); 
release(Brick6); 
release(Solid6); 
  
release(Boundary); 
release(port1); 
release(port2); 
release(solver); 
%Quiting the file after simulation 
invoke(D_SRR, 'Quit'); 
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release(D_SRR); 
%closing the Cst window after simulation  
invoke(cst, 'Quit'); 
release(cst);  
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4.2 Task-II 

Now we have to import the saved file (Magnitude and Phase of D-SRR) and calculate the 

permittivity and permeability of DSRR 

m1= importdata('C:\Users\SATYA\Desktop\UGC_Space_Mapping\DM1r.txt',' ',4); 
        M1r=m1.data; %1st data vector imported to matlab workspace 
        setappdata(0,'M1R',M1r); 
        m2= 
importdata('C:\Users\SATYA\Desktop\UGC_Space_Mapping\DM2r.txt',' ',4); 
        M2r=m2.data; %1st data vector imported to matlab workspace 
        setappdata(0,'M2R',M2r); 
%ploting magnitude        
axes(handles.axes1);cla; 
plot(M1r(:,1),M1r(:,2),'g.-');hold on; 
plot(M2r(:,1),M2r(:,2),'r.-');grid on; 
title('Magnitude of Degenerated-SRR','fontsize',14); 
legend('M-11','M-21'); 
  
        % loading Phase 
        p1= 
importdata('C:\Users\SATYA\Desktop\UGC_Space_Mapping\DP1r.txt',' ',4); 
        P1r=p1.data; %1st data vector imported to matlab workspace 
        setappdata(0,'P1R',P1r); 
        p2= 
importdata('C:\Users\SATYA\Desktop\UGC_Space_Mapping\DP2r.txt',' ',4); 
        P2r=p2.data; %1st data vector imported to matlab workspace 
        setappdata(0,'P2R',P2r); 
%plotting Phase 
axes(handles.axes2);cla; 
plot(P1r(:,1),P1r(:,2),'g.-');hold on; 
plot(P2r(:,1),P2r(:,2),'r.-');grid on; 
title('Phase of Degenerated-SRR','fontsize',14); 
legend('P-11','P-21'); 
 
% frequency range and spacing 
f1=6*10^9; df=8*10^7; f2=14*10^9; Nf=floor((f2-f1)/df)+1;    % freqyency 
loop begin 
    for it=1:Nf 
        f=f1+(it-1)*df; 
        Fr(it)=f; 
        Fghz(it)=f/1e9; 
    end 
    setappdata(0,'Freq_samples',Fr) 
    rad=pi/180; 
    eps0=8.85e-12; 
    mu0=4*pi*1e-7; 
    eta0=sqrt(mu0/eps0); % free space 
    c=1/sqrt(eps0*mu0); 
    %*************************************************** 
    % variables 
    aa=size(Fr); 
    Nf=aa(1,2); % frequency range and size 
    %*************************************************** 
    Mag1=M1r(:,2); 
    Mag2=M2r(:,2); 
    Ph1=-unwrap(P1r(:,2),180); 
    Ph2=-unwrap(P2r(:,2),180); 
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    for it=1:Nf 
        Z0=eta0; W=2*pi*Fr(it); beta0=W/c; 
        % combine magnitude and phase of the S11 and S21 
        R(it)=Mag1(it)*exp(j*Ph1(it)*rad); 
        T(it)=Mag2(it)*exp(j*Ph2(it)*rad); 
        %******************************************* 
        % m loop begin 
        Max=0; % ---------m value set up 
        itt=0; 
        for m=-Max:Max 
            itt=itt+1; 
            % using formulas from Robust method 
            Tp=T(it); 
            Z21(it)=sqrt(((1+R(it))^2-Tp^2)/((1-R(it))^2-Tp^2)); 
            Z22(it)=-sqrt(((1+R(it))^2-Tp^2)/((1-R(it))^2-Tp^2)); 
            expinkd1(it)=Tp/(1-R(it)*(Z21(it)-1)/(Z21(it)+1));   
            expinkd2(it)=Tp/(1-R(it)*(Z22(it)-1)/(Z22(it)+1)); 
            if abs(real(Z21(it)))>=0.005 & real(Z21(it))>=0  
                expinkd(it)=expinkd1(it); 
                Z2(it)=Z21(it); 
            end 
            if abs(real(Z21(it)))>=0.005 & real(Z21(it))<0 
                expinkd(it)=expinkd2(it); 
                Z2(it)=Z22(it); 
            end 
            if abs(real(Z21(it)))<0.005 & abs(expinkd1(it))<=1 
                expinkd(it)=expinkd1(it); 
                Z2(it)=Z21(it); 
            end 
            if abs(real(Z21(it)))<0.005 & abs(expinkd1(it))>1    
                expinkd(it)=expinkd2(it); 
                Z2(it)=Z22(it); 
            end 
            ni(it)=-1/(beta0*a)*j*real(log(expinkd(it))); % imag of n 
            nr(it,itt)=1/(beta0*a)*(imag(log(expinkd(it)))+2*m*pi); %real 
of n 
            n2(it,itt)=nr(it,itt)+ni(it); 
            Er2(it,itt)=n2(it,itt)/Z2(it); 
            Mr2(it,itt)=n2(it,itt)*Z2(it); 
        end % end of m loop 
    end % end of frequency loop 
Mue=real(Mr2);setappdata(0, 'MUE', Mue); 
Eps=real(Er2);setappdata(0, 'EPS', Eps); 
axes(handles.axes3);cla; 
plot(Fghz,Mue,'b.-');grid on; 
title('Permeability of Degenerated SRR','fontsize',14); 
legend('CST'); 
axes(handles.axes4);cla; 
plot(Fghz,Eps,'b.-');grid on; 
title('Permitivity of Degenerated SRR','fontsize',14); 
legend('CST');  
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4.3 Task-III 

Space Mapping using 3 layer Neural Network 

M=1;%permeability 
E=4.3%permittivity; 
Fr= 'Freq_samples'; 
a=size(Fr); 
Nf=a(1,1); % frequency range and spacing 
         
A1=4;   % Unit cell length 
A2=2;   % H-plane Distance 
A3=1.2; % Inner Radius 
A4=0.2; % Width of Ring 
A5=0.2; % Gap between RIng 
A6=0.2; % slit Ring 
  
X=[A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6];% Input 
% desired functions 
Yd=[M E]; % desired output 
b=size(Yd); 
  
%% nommalisation of data b/w 0 and 1 
a=size(X); 
Range_X=[A1+1 A2+1 A3+1 A4+1 A5+1 A6+1]; 
Range_Yd=[max(M)+1 max(E)+1]; 
for i=1:a(1,2) 
    X(:,i)=(X(:,i))*(1./(Range_X(1,i))); 
end 
for j=1:b(1,2) 
    Yd(:,j)=(Yd(:,j))*(1./(Range_Yd(1,j))); 
end 
  
P=a(1,1); %No. of Data in a pattern 
  
%% architecture of neural network 
In=a(1,2); % no. of nodes in input layer 
On=2; % no. of nodes in output layer 
H2n=5; % no. of nodes in hidden layer better to be greater than inputs 
H1n=50; % no. of nodes in hidden layer better to be greater than inputs 
eta=0.006; % learning rate 
alpha=0.0006; % momentum 
tol=0.001; % tolerance 
b1=-1;%bias at input layer 
b2=-1;%bias at hidden layer 1 
%weight matrix 
Whi=rand(In+1,H1n)-0.5.*ones(In+1,H1n); %weights form input to hidden layer 
Woh=rand(H1n+1,H2n)-0.5.*ones(H1n+1,H2n); %weights form hidden to output 
layer 
  
%change in weights matrix 
DWhi=zeros(In+1,H1n);%initial change in Whi 
DWoh=zeros(H1n+1,H2n);%initial change in Woh 
  
%old change delta weight matrix 
oldDWhi=zeros(In+1,H1n);%old change in Whi 
oldDWoh=zeros(H1n+1,H2n);%old change in Woh 
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%introducing bias term as 1st coulmn then patterns and setting of signals 
Is=[ones(P,1)*b1 X(:,1:In)]; %input signal with bias 
H1s=[b2 zeros(1,H1n)];%intial hidden neuron signals with bias 
H2s=zeros(1,H2n); 
Os=zeros(1,On);%intial output neuron signals (no bias required) 
  
%initial deltas for hidden an output layer 
deltaH=zeros(1,H1n+1); 
deltaO=zeros(1,H2n); 
  
for ittr=1:100 
    SUMER=0; 
    for i=1:P %loop will continue till the no of petterns 
        H1=Is(i,:)*Whi;%total input signal multiplied with weight  
        H1s=[b2 (tanh(H1))];%activation of hidden neuron 
        H2s=H1s*Woh;%total hidden signal multiplied with weight 
        H2s=tanh(H2s); 
        for it=1:Nf 
            c=H2s(1);%C/Sc; %copper width in millimeters 
            d=H2s(2);%D/Sc; %gap width in millimeters 
            r=H2s(3);%R/Sc; %inner radius in millimeters 
            l=H2s(4);%L/Sc; %distance between rings in H-plane in 
millimeters 
            a=H2s(5);%A/Sc;  %distance between adjacent rings/unit cell 
width in millimeters 
            %epsilon_dielectric=getappdata(0, 'parameter3');  %modify  if 
different dielectric used. 
            rw=H2s(1);%rod width 
  
            %free space constants 
            c0=3e11; %freespace speed of light in millimeters 
            %epsilon_O=8.854e-21;% in millimeters 
            mu_O=1.257e-3;% in millimeters 
            
            %evaluate permeability relation for each frequency  point. 
            w(it)= Fr(it)*(2*pi); 
            mu_eff_num(it)=(pi*r*r)/(a*a);  
            mu_eff_den(it)= 1+((2*l*200*i)/(w(it)*r*mu_O))-
((3*d*(c0*c0))/(pi*pi*(w(it)*w(it))*(r*r*r)));  
            mu_eff(it)=1-(mu_eff_num(it)/mu_eff_den(it)); 
            %evaluate permittivity 
            wp=sqrt((2*pi*c0*c0)/(a*a*log(a/rw))); 
            eps(it)=1-(wp*wp/(w(it)*w(it))); 
             
            Os(it,1)=mu_eff(it);Os(it,2)=eps(it); 
        end 
        OsR=real(Os); 
        OsR=tanh(OsR); 
        ER=Yd-OsR;%calculation of error 
        delta=ER.*(1-OsR.*OsR); 
        delta=sum(delta); 
        for k=1:H2n 
            deltaO(k)=(delta)*(1-H2s(k)*H2s(k));%delta for output layer 
        end 
        for j=1:H1n+1  
            DWoh(j,:)=deltaO(1:H2n)*H1s(:,j);% change in deltaW of weights 
from hidden to output layer 
        end 
        for k=2:H1n+1 
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            deltaH(k)=(deltaO*Woh(k,:)')*(1-(H1s(k)*H1s(k)));%delta for 
hidden layer 
        end 
        for m=1:In+1 
            DWhi(m,:)=deltaH(2:H1n+1)*Is(i,m); % change in deltaW of 
weights from input to hidden layer 
        end 
        Whi=Whi+eta*DWhi+alpha*oldDWhi; %updation on weight from input to 
hidden 
        Woh=Woh+eta*DWoh+alpha*oldDWoh; %updation on weight from hidden to 
output 
        oldDWhi=DWhi; 
        oldDWoh=DWoh; 
        SUMER=SUMER+(sum(ER.^2))/100;%sum error 
    end 
    SUMER1(ittr)=SUMER/P;%sum(ER); 
end 
  
%calculation of theoritical permeability using NN output 
        for it=1:Nf 
        
%Os(it,1)=Theo_CircularSRR(H2s(1),H2s(2),H2s(3),H2s(4),H2s(5),Fr(it));%(C,D
,R,L,A,Fr) 
        c=H2s(1);%C/Sc; %copper width in millimeters 
        d=H2s(2);%D/Sc; %gap width in millimeters 
        r=H2s(3);%R/Sc; %inner radius in millimeters 
        l=H2s(4);%L/Sc; %distance between rings in H-plane in millimeters 
        a=H2s(5);%A/Sc;  %distance between adjacent rings/unit cell width 
in millimeters 
        %epsilon_dielectric=getappdata(0, 'parameter3');  %modify  if 
different dielectric used. 
        rw=H2s(1);%rod width 
  
        %free space constants 
        c0=3e11; %freespace speed of light in millimeters 
        mu_O=1.257e-3;% in millimeters 
         
        %evaluate permeability relation for each frequency  point. 
        w(it)= Fr(it)*(2*pi); 
        mu_eff_num(it)=(pi*r*r)/(a*a); 
        mu_eff_den(it)= 1+((2*l*200*i)/(w(it)*r*mu_O))-
((3*d*(c0*c0))/(pi*pi*(w(it)*w(it))*(r*r*r)));  
        mu_eff(it)=1-(mu_eff_num(it)/mu_eff_den(it)); 
        %evaluate permeability 
        wp=sqrt((2*pi*c0*c0)/(a*a*log(a/rw))); 
        eps(it)=1-(wp*wp/(w(it)*w(it))); 
        end 
         
        axes(handles.axes2);cla; 
        plot(Fr./1e9,Yd(:,1),'b.-',Fr./1e9,mu_eff,'r.-'); 
        grid on;hold on;title('Permeability', 'fontsize', 14); 
        legend('CST','Theoritical'); 
        axes(handles.axes3); 
        plot(Fr./1e9,Yd(:,2),'b.-',Fr./1e9,eps,'r.-'); 
        grid on;hold on;title('Permittivity', 'fontsize', 14); 
        legend('CST','Theoritical'); 
    figure(1); 
    plot(SUMER1,'r.-');grid on; 
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4.4 OUTPUTS of Space Mapping  

Both the curves show the two different material properties (ε & µ) of the D-SRR (red) which 

has taken as desired value and the blue curves depicts the material properties of the Circular 

SRR which has been mapped to the desired value using 3 layer Neural Network having 50 

nodes at the hidden layer and 6 nodes at input and output layer with a learning rate of 0.006. 

The bottom two curves show the average error verses the iteration both the curves are 

approximated to 0.6 in 100 iterations. It is clearly observed that we not able to get desired 

value completely for such large band (6GHz-14 GHz). However we have got approximated 

values very close to desired at frequencies of our interest and hence our neural network 

model works of small range of frequencies range.  

 

  

figure 4.4.1 : permittivity(upper) Average 

Error (bottom) 

 

 

  

figure 4.4.1: permittivity (upper) Average 

Error (bottom) 
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5. Lens using D-SRR 

Spherical dielectric lenses in microwave region are common in Satellite communication for 

focussing (converging or diverging) and thereby enhancing antenna directivity. Recently 

artificial dielectrics materials in microwave region have been realized with negative 

refractive index. 

It is well known the Negative Refractive Index can be achieved by Metamaterials. These are 

composite materials whose bulk properties depend on material composition as well as the 

macroscopic structures imprinted on it. These macroscopic structures determine the response 

and hence possible applications. In 2001, Smith et al [6] experimentally verified 

simultaneously negative permittivity and permeability by demonstrating backward 

propagation of wave and negative refraction inside an inhomogeneous media using array sub 

wavelength (macroscopic) particles made of conducting Split Rings Resonators (SRR) and 

rods. Later, Marques et al [7] proposed the bianisotropic behaviour of SRR (Broadside 

coupled SRR). But this broadside SRRs lack planarity and hence increases fabrication 

complexity. Thereafter, Eleftheriades et. al. [8] analysed planar NRI-TL lens using 

meandered inductors and inter-digital capacitors. 

The bulk properties of the macroscopic composite can be analysed by a full wave solver. 

Some examples are given here which use Finite Element Method present in CST MWS 

transient solver.  This solver (based on discrete set of Maxwell’s Grid Equations) allows the 

simulation of a structure’s behavior in a wide frequency range which generates Scattering 

parameters in just a single computation run, thus making it efficient solver for most of the 

practical applications. These examples detail design and simulation of various types of 

Electromagnetic lenses excluding involved computational Electromagnetism. Following the 

simulation S-matrix of structures can be obtained and used to retrieve the permittivity, 

permeability and Dispersion by using simple MatLab codes. 

Fourier analysis of EM wave focusing in conventional lens found its cause to lie in the phase 

correction to the propagating Fourier components coming out of the source. However, the 

decaying evanescent component affects the quality of image formed. More over even though 

the EM wave contains finer details the area of the image cannot be less than square of the 

wavelength (λ) i.e. image cannot be finer than λ. This limitation was thought to be 

unavoidable before the work of Pendry et al [9] in 2000. The prediction of reinstating 

evanescent [10] waves was realised using a flat Negative Refractive Index (NRI) lens in 

2000. Another advantage of such Flat NRI lens is focusing of the far-field.  This reinstating 

or amplification is due the surface resonance that can lead to design a perfect lens defying 

image resolution limitations. This is briefly illustrated in following section there after design 

of a proposed Degenerated SRR using CST is discussed in details including method of 

extracting its parameters. 

In the next section, the realisation of flat lens containing D-SRR atoms using CST is 

discussed. This has been verified using HFSS for a bulk material having same bulk properties 

of the Metamaterial made of D-SRR. There after modelling of curved lenses using CST 
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MWS has been done for conventional and NRI materials. This comparison is for illustration 

of change in characteristic. Finally two special design types of lenses have been considered. 

Luneburg lenses with positive and negative refractive Indexed material respectively have 

been designed & simulated using HFSS. Similarly, a beam deforming Rotman lens realized 

using both positive and Negative Refractive indexed material (Drude material) using xFDTD.   

I. BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO FLAT PERFECT LENS PRINCIPLE 

Analytically, for a hertzian dipole equation in transversal direction cylindrical coordinates 

(ρ,x) can be expressed as, 𝐽𝐽(𝜌𝜌, 𝑥𝑥) = 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜 𝛿𝛿(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥 ′)𝑥𝑥�                                                            (1) 

It is place along x-axis at 𝑥𝑥 ′ = 𝑥𝑥0 < 0 in front of DNG slab with refractive index n=-√(𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀) 

and of thickness d. The impedances and spectral wave number along the x-axis are 

In free space, 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎= �𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜2 − 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡2 and 𝑧𝑧0 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎/𝜔𝜔𝜀𝜀𝑜𝑜  

Inside the slab, k=𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠= �𝑛𝑛2𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜2 − 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡2 and 𝑧𝑧 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠/𝜔𝜔𝜀𝜀𝑎𝑎  

Where, 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡 = �𝑘𝑘𝜑𝜑2 + 𝑘𝑘𝜌𝜌2. The focusing properties for the TE an TM Green’s functions defined 

by the equations ([13] sec 2.3 or 5.2) 

[∇2 + 𝑘𝑘2(𝑥𝑥)]𝐺𝐺(𝑟𝑟, 𝑟𝑟 ′) = −𝛿𝛿(𝑟𝑟 − 𝑟𝑟′)                                                (2) 

Subjecting to the continuity conditions at all the points in the medium having a dipole source 

the  𝐸𝐸(𝑟𝑟) = 𝐼𝐼0 1−𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑥𝑥)
× ∇ × (𝑥𝑥 �𝐺𝐺)                                                        (3) 𝐻𝐻(𝑟𝑟) = 𝐼𝐼0∇ × (𝑥𝑥 �𝐺𝐺)                                                                (4) 

The Green function can be expressed in terms of superposition of plane wave  𝐺𝐺(𝑟𝑟, 𝑟𝑟 ′) =
12𝜋𝜋∫ 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎�𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧+𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦�𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥, 𝑥𝑥 ′; 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡)                                           (5) 

Where, 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡 = �𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧2 + 𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦2.The reflection and transmission coefficients of the interface from the 

double negative medium into air are 𝑟𝑟 =  
𝑍𝑍0−𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍0+𝑍𝑍       (6a),  𝑡𝑡 = 1 + 𝑟𝑟 =

2𝑍𝑍0𝑍𝑍0+𝑍𝑍      (6b) 

The Reflection and the transmission coefficients for the slab can be given by 

𝑅𝑅(𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡) =
12 −𝑎𝑎 sin𝜓𝜓 � 𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍−𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍 �𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜 s𝜓𝜓−𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2 � 𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍−𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍 �                                                         7(a)  
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  𝑇𝑇(𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡) =
1𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜s𝜓𝜓−𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2 � 𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍−𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍 �                                                           7(b)  

Where 𝜓𝜓 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑. Both T and R are independent of each other as they are even functions 

of 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠. 

Using 2 and 5 the solution to g can be given by 

𝑔𝑔 =

⎩⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎧ 𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎|𝑥𝑥−𝑥𝑥𝑍𝑍|𝑘𝑘0 −2𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘0 – R 

𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎(|𝑥𝑥𝑍𝑍|−𝑥𝑥)𝑘𝑘0  −2𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘0 for x < 0 (8𝑎𝑎)

 
ei|xo|k0  −2ik0 T 

Zo

tZ
� eik(x−d)−re−ik(x−d)

� for 0 < 𝑥𝑥 < 𝑑𝑑 (8𝑏𝑏)

1−2𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜(𝑥𝑥−𝑑𝑑+|𝑥𝑥𝑍𝑍|) 𝑇𝑇 for x > 𝑑𝑑 (8c)

 

As both R and T are symmetrical in k and Z in terms of field equations inside slab region the 

solution for the equations 6-8 is independent of either analytic continuation choice of sign in 

the square root for the DNG slab and hence k and Z appear to be in opposite sings for either 

choice.  

Case I:  Matched DNG slab (ε=µ) 

R=0 and T =eikd, and g reduces to, 

𝑔𝑔 =

⎩⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎧ 𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎|𝑥𝑥−𝑥𝑥𝑍𝑍|𝑘𝑘0 −2𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘0 for x < 0 (9𝑎𝑎)

1−2𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 𝑒𝑒+𝑎𝑎(𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜|𝑥𝑥𝑍𝑍|−𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥) for 0 < 𝑥𝑥 < 𝑑𝑑 (9𝑏𝑏)

1−2𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎[𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜(𝑥𝑥+|𝑥𝑥𝑜𝑜|−𝑑𝑑)−𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑] 𝑇𝑇  for x > 𝑑𝑑 (9𝑐𝑐)

 

From equation 9(b) it is clear that the phase progression is negative. 

Case I (A): Now for a lossless and dispersion less media (ε=µ=-1) and k=k0 

And g reduces to, 

𝑔𝑔 =

⎩⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎧ 𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎|𝑥𝑥−𝑥𝑥𝑍𝑍|𝑘𝑘0 −2𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘0 for x < 0 (10𝑎𝑎)

1−2𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 𝑒𝑒+𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜(|𝑥𝑥𝑍𝑍|−𝑥𝑥) for 0 < x < d (10𝑏𝑏)

1−2𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎[𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜(𝑥𝑥+|𝑥𝑥𝑜𝑜|−2𝑑𝑑)] 𝑇𝑇 for x > 𝑑𝑑 (10𝑐𝑐)

 

Now the arguments of the exponentials of equations 10 (b) &(c) vanishes at points 

F1=|xo| & F2=2d-|xo| 
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Hence for |xo|<d there will be perfect foci at F1 and F2 for the fields inside the slab and 

beyond the slab. Finally, in response to single wave species field inside the DNG medium 

will have backward propagation with foci at |xo| and 2d-|xo|. This phenomenon is for both 

propagating and evanescent waves. The presence of foci is due the negative refractive index 

causing negative transmitted angle i.e. 𝜃𝜃𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 = 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛−1 �sin𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 � = −𝜃𝜃𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡                                                 (11) 

Consequently the incident and transmitted rays are positioned same side of normal to the 

interface rather than opposite sides. 

Case I (B): Now for a lossless and dispersion less media (ε=µ≠-1) 

In this case the phases do not vanish identically and consequently the focusing effect is lost. 

Approximating the spectral components,  𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝑘𝑘0 − 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡22𝑘𝑘0 & 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑛𝑛𝑘𝑘0 − 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡22𝑡𝑡𝑘𝑘0 
And g reduces to, 

𝑔𝑔 =

⎩⎪⎪⎪
⎨⎪⎪
⎪⎧  

𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎|𝑥𝑥−𝑥𝑥𝑍𝑍|𝑘𝑘0 −2𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘0 for x < 0 (12𝑎𝑎)

1 

-2ik0

 � e+iko(|x0|−nx)

e
−i� kt22k0��|x0|−xn�d� for 0 < 𝑥𝑥 < 𝑑𝑑 (12𝑏𝑏)

1−2𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 � 𝑒𝑒+𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜�𝑥𝑥+|𝑥𝑥𝑜𝑜|−𝑑𝑑(1+𝑡𝑡)�
 𝑒𝑒−𝑎𝑎� kt22k0�[x+|x0|−d(1+1/n)]

�  for x > 𝑑𝑑 (12𝑐𝑐)

 

The foci will be at F1=n|Z0| and F2=d (1+1/n) - |Z0| 

As we have approximated the spectral components these points will be ‘paraxial foci’ and 

will become ‘perfect foci’ only when n→1. Another case when n→∞ , a paraxial focus at 
f1=d/2 can be achieved when |Zo|=d/(2n) →0 and f2→d 

Case II: Lossy DNG Slab 

Realizing a lossless and R.I. n=-1 media is practically impossible to achieve. The above 

equations are valid and but become complex resulting there is no real foci and perfect lens 

phenomenon is unachievable. Since the foci are located at complex points the resulting fields 

will form a beam like pattern i.e a point source will produce a Gaussian field locally. 

Considering a complex beam source  𝑟𝑟 ′ = (𝑎𝑎 + 𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏, 0,0)   𝑏𝑏 > 0 

(13) 
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Now,  𝐺𝐺 =
𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖|𝑟𝑟−𝑟𝑟′|

|𝑎𝑎−𝑎𝑎′|
  

≈ [±(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑎𝑎) − 𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏]−1exp {𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘[(±(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑎𝑎) − 𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏) +
12 𝑧𝑧2+𝑦𝑦2

[±(x−a)−ib]
]}               (14) 

This expression is in the form of Gaussian beam along ±x axis with a waist W= �𝑏𝑏/𝑘𝑘 at x=a, 

and with collimation length 2b. Now the g can be given by 

g= 
1−2𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑍𝑍 𝑒𝑒+𝑎𝑎�𝑘𝑘𝑍𝑍−� 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡22𝑖𝑖0��[±(𝑥𝑥−𝑎𝑎)−𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠]

                                          (15) 

By comparing 11 and 14 the equation 10 can be rewritten as 

𝑔𝑔 =

⎩⎪⎪
⎨⎪
⎪⎧ 𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎|𝑥𝑥−𝑥𝑥𝑍𝑍|𝑘𝑘0 −2𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘0 for x < 0 (16a)

1 

-2ik0

� e+ikon(−x+|x0|/n)

e
−i� kt22nk0�(−(x−|x0|n )−i|x0|n)d� for x > 0

x < 𝑑𝑑 (16b)

1−2𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 � 𝑒𝑒+𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜(𝑥𝑥+|𝑥𝑥𝑜𝑜|−𝑑𝑑(1+𝑡𝑡))𝑒𝑒−𝑎𝑎� kt22k0�[x+|x0|−d�1+ nr
|n2|

�−id nt
|n2|

]
� for x > 𝑑𝑑 (16c)

 

Where n=nr-int where nr>0 and nt>0. It clearly concluded from the equation 10 (b) that the 

beam propagates along negative x direction in the medium having negative R.I.  n and waist 

at x=a is |x0|nr and its collimation length b=+|x0|ni>0 but the equation 10 (c) depicts the 

propagation in free space along positive x direction having waist a=d(1+nr/|n|2)- |x0| and its 

collimation length b=+dni/|n|2>0. 

It is shown in [6, 17] that if a LHM slab (thickness D) of ε/ε0=-1 and µ/µ0=-1 is considered 

then a perfect image is formed a distance of 2D from the point of its generation (figure 1). 

This is due Amplification of Evanescent waves into propagating waves. Hence behaving like 

a perfect lens forming a clear image in other side of the lens due to both Evanescent as well 

as propagating waves. This restoration of the Evanescent waves is due to the physical surface 

waves at the image plane which amplifies the Fourier harmonics. There are two major factors 

which can weigh down the amplification first, the surface waves vary exponentially so for a 

kz, kz→∞ the α→∞ hence the energy density of the surface wave at the interface grows to 
infinity, monotonically on the other side the of the media the energy will decay at same 

rate[13]. This inconsistency can be surmounted by limiting the dimensions of NRI media 

[14]-[16]. Secondly, achieving a lossless media is quite impossible and hence losses will lead 

to decimation in the amplification i.e. there will unsubstantial effect if the γ (imaginary part 
of RI) is in the order of 10-3 & complete suppression of amplitude if γ is in the order of 10-1.  
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Fig 1 Image formation in a super lens 

II. METAMATERIAL UNIT CELL  

A. Design of Degenerated SRR 

The copper inclusions of D-SRR are placed on one side of the substrate (Fig. 2) using two 

semicircular rings and a rod hosted in the outer ring along the diameter. A complete step-by-

step procedure for designing of the D-SRR in CST is illustrated below. The substrate used in 

D-SRR (figure 1) Fr4 substrate (εr =4.3 and tan δ=0.025) with thickness 0.6mm, having 
radius(R) of the 1.3mm both inner and outer ring has width (W) of 0.2mm. The gap (G) 

between the rings is 0.2mm with a slit(S) of same width. The SRR is mounted on 2.5x4 mm2 

substrate.  

 

Figure 2 Degenerated SRR 

B. Simulated Results 

The simulation of D-SRR is carried out between two wave guide ports placed at the two 

sides of unit cell along X-axis which excites the structure due to the perpendicular 

propagation of the travelling wave, PEC boundary condition were established along Y-axis 

and Magnetic field is applied along normal to the plane of SRR all three conditions together 

is equivalent to semi infinite waveguide and the whole set up simulated using Finite Element 

Method Time Domain solver in CST MWS. The resulting S-parameters (Figure 3(a) & (b)) 

obtained from the simulation was used to retrieve permittivity, permeability and Dispersion 

by the using the simple relations [17] (program written in Mat Lab) [6-7]. The relations are, 

Z = ±√ 
(1+𝑆𝑆11)2−𝑆𝑆212
(1−𝑆𝑆11)2−𝑆𝑆212                                                             (17) 

𝑝𝑝 = 𝑒𝑒inkd =
𝑆𝑆211−𝑆𝑆11∗(𝑚𝑚)

                                                             (18)  

m= �𝑍𝑍−1𝑍𝑍+1� 
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R.I., n= 
1𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 [{[ln(𝑝𝑝)]′′ + 2𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞} − 𝑖𝑖{ln(𝑝𝑝)}]                                            (19) 

Permittivity, ε=n/Z                                                             (20) 

 Permeability, µ=nZ                                                             (21) 

Dispersion, Γ=cos-1� 1−𝑠𝑠112+𝑠𝑠21^22∗𝑠𝑠21  �                                                  (22) 

For the size of λ/10 the unit cell exhibits pass band characteristics from 9.6 GHz to 10.2 

GHz. From the Figure 4 the permittivity and permeability are negative and exhibits a slow 

wave phenomenon in the same frequency band with negative slope of the Dispersion curve 

shown in figure 5, hence can be used for design of a perfect lens. 

 

Fig 3(a).Reflection & Transmission 

coefficient of D-SRR 

 

Fig 3(b). Phase variation S-Parameter of D-

SRR 

 

Fig 4. Permittivity & Permeability of D-SRR 

 

Fig 5. Dispersion curve showing backward 

propagation & slow wave nature of D-SRR 

 

Steps:- 

• Run CST Microwave Studio 

• Choose Antenna planar module 

• Design of Substrate 

 Chose brick from object-->Basic Shapes 

 Name it SUBSTRATE 

 Set Xmin=-2 & Xmax=2 

 Set Ymin=0 & Ymax=2.5 
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 Set Zmin=0.8 & Zmax=0 

 Set Materials FR4 lossy from the library 

 Click on ‘ok’ 

• Design of Outer Ring 

 Chose cylinder from object-->Basic Shapes 

 Name it OUTER RING 

 Set Outer Radius=1.3 & Inner Radius=1.1 

 Set XCenter=0 & Y Center=0 

 Set Zmin=0 & Zmax=0.02 

 Set Materials PEC from the library 

 Click on ‘ok’ 

 Defining Brick for making it Semicircular 

o Chose brick from object-->Basic Shapes 

o Name it BRICK1 

o Set Xmin=-1.3 & Xmax=1.3 

o Set Ymin=-1.3 & Ymax=0 

o Set Zmin=0 & Zmax=0.02 

o Set Materials PEC from the library 

o Click on ‘ok’ 

 Click on OUTER RING from the tree 

 Choose Boolean Subtract from objects click on BRICK1 form the tree and 

press ENTER 

 Defining Brick for making the HOST ROD 

o Chose brick from object-->Basic Shapes 

o Name it BRICK3 

o Set Xmin=0.1 & Xmax=2 

o Set Ymin=0 & Ymax=0.2 

o Set Zmin=0 & Zmax=0.02 

o Set Materials PEC from the library 

o Click on ‘ok’ 

o Right Click on BRICK3 and Transform it by clicking on ‘Mirror’ and 

‘Copy’ 

o Set ‘Mirror plane normal’ X value as -1 (others must be 0) 

o Click on ‘ok’ 

o Add BRICK3 and BRICK3_1 

 Add OUTER RING and BRICK3 

• Design of Inner Ring 

 Chose cylinder from object-->Basic Shapes 

 Name it INNER RING 

 Set Outer Radius=0.7 & Inner Radius=0.5 

 Set XCenter=0 & Y Center=0 

 Set Zmin=0 & Zmax=0.02 

 Set Materials PEC from the library 

 Click on ‘ok’ 
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 Defining Brick for making it Semicircular 

o Chose brick from object-->Basic Shapes 

o Name it BRICK4 

o Set Xmin=-0.7 & Xmax=0.7 

o Set Ymin=-0.7 & Ymax=0.4 

o Set Zmin=0 & Zmax=0.02 

o Set Materials PEC from the library 

o Click on ‘ok’ 

 Click on OUTER RING from the tree 

 Choose Boolean Subtract from objects click on BRICK1 form the tree and 

press ENTER 

 Defining Brick for making the Inner Ring connect 

o Chose brick from object-->Basic Shapes 

o Name it BRICK5 

o Set Xmin=-0.7 & Xmax=0.7 

o Set Ymin=0.4 & Ymax=0.6 

o Set Zmin=0 & Zmax=0.02 

o Set Materials PEC from the library 

o Click on ‘ok’ 

 Add INNER RING and BRICK5 

 Creating SLIT in the Inner Ring 

o Chose brick from object-->Basic Shapes 

o Name it BRICK6 

o Set Xmin=-0.1 & Xmax=0.1 

o Set Ymin=0.6 & Ymax=0.9 

o Set Zmin=0 & Zmax=0.02 

o Set Materials PEC from the library 

o Click on ‘ok’ 

 Boolean Subtract INNER RING and BRICK6 

• Transform Both INNER RING and OUTER RING by 0.6 along Y –axis 

• Set ‘Frequency’ from ‘Solve’ Fmin=6 & Fmax=14 

• APPLYING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

 Chose ‘Boundary Conditions’ from the ‘Solve’ 

 Set Xmin=’Open(add space)’ and Xmax=’open(add Space)’ 

 Set Ymin=’Electric(Et=0)’ and Ymax=’ Electric(Et=0)’ 

 Set Xmin=’Magnetic(Ht=0)’ and Xmax=’ Magnetic(Ht=0)’ 

 Click on ‘ok’ 

• APPLYING Excitations 

 Chose ‘Waveguide Port’ from the ‘Solve’ 

 Name it PORT1 & choose X from ‘Normal’ and ‘Negative’ from the ‘Orientation’ 

 Click on ‘Apply’ 

 Now  for 2nd port Name it PORT2 & choose X from ‘Normal’ and ‘positive’ from 

the ‘Orientation’ 
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 Click on ‘ok’ 

• Running the Simulation 

 Chose ‘Transient Solver’ from the ‘Solve’ 

 Set ‘Accuracy’ as ‘-40 dB’ 

 Source type ‘PORT 1’ 

 Mode as ‘1’ 

 Click on ’start’ 

• After the simulation is done we will get S-parameter in Result Tree (Phase & 

Magnitude) 

Fig 6. Steps for design D-SRR in CST Microwave Studio 

III. FLAT LEFT HANDED LENS 

A. Design and simulation 

Initially start with HFSS for designing LHM slab and define negative permittivity and 

permeability as of it material property (ε/ε0=-0.73 and µ/µ0=-3.5) sandwiched between two 

Right Handed media (RHM) slab of bulk properties (ε/ε0=0.73 and µ/µ0=3.5) shown in figure 

7. A voltage source is defined in the form of cylindrical shape in one of the RHM slab acting 

like a dipole. A detail illustration is given for design and simulation of Flat Homogenous lens 

in HFSS. While simulating the three slabs perfectly Electric boundary condition along Z-

direction and Absorbing condition along Y-, X-direction is established. The Electric field 

inside the slab can be observed (Figure 7) after simulating using FEM solver in HFSS. From 

figure 7 the image of the voltage source is seen inside the LHM as well as in RHM slab 

which evidently proves that LHM media worked as a perfect lens. From the figure it is 

observed that there is decrease in the intensity of the images formed which is due the opposite 

direction of phase velocity and the Group velocity in LHM slab. When the wave again 

encounters the RHM slab once again it forms a reverted image but this image is highly 

attenuated hence the focal point is bit deteriorated. 

 

Fig 7. LHM Slab Sandwiched between two RHM slabs 

 

B. Flat Lens using D-SRR as Unit cell 

The D-SRR is in the order of 0.1λ and used as the atomic element in 2-D array designed by 

using 30 1-D arrays with a interspacing between them is 2 mm each containing 10 atoms. 

This array is designed by using the ‘Transform’ application in the CST over the D-SRR. This 

volumetric array was simulated by using Finite element method solver in CST MWS with 
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same boundary condition as in HFSS while simulating the slabs (i.e. PEC at top and bottom 

and Radiation/open along all other directions shown in figure 8). The point source can be 

given by using a simple waveguide port source where it acts like an ideal dipole. The 

simulated Scattering (figure 9(a), (b)) parameter for the normally incident plane wave is in 

agreement with the dispersion curve (negative slope) with a pass band characteristics and 

phase reversal in the same band of frequencies. It can be observed that a considerable amount 

of insertion loss due to the low quality factor of copper used for the rings and due to the 

attenuation.  

 

Fig 8. Boundary Condition for D-SRR array 

 

 

Fig 9(a). S-parameter (R & T) of the 

Volumetric Array 

 

Fig 9(b). S-parameter (Phase variation) of the 

volumetric array 

 

C. Field Distribution of the volumetric Array 

The E-field behaviour of Flat lens at 9.65GHz is calculated by using FEM solver by taking 

a continuous wave point source in transverse direction of the array in free space; it can be 

observed (Figure 10) that instead of diverging as in RH media the waves from the source 

converge forming a image of the source inside the inhomogeneous media (array) and another 

at other side this phenomenon of forming two images by both the real and imaginary 

components of the EM wave makes it super lens. The intensity of image formation is reduced 

in the array (LHM slab) which is due opposite direction of phase & group velocity of the EM 

waves and losses in the dielectric which hinders the amplification. For observation we have 

considered ideal dielectric (εr =4.3 tan δ=0) and perfect electric conductor and simulated 

using CST MWS. Figure 11 shows the E-field intensity at the focusing point calculated by 

using E-field probe present in CST MWS. It is clearly observed from the both the curves that 

due to lossy dielectric (tan δ=0.025) there is a substantial decrement in the intensity. To 

ensure the opposite direction of phase and the group velocity the array is excited by a plane 
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source and simulated in T-solver using CST MWS. The following figure 12 shows the 

variation of phase from 0 to 180 degree with 20 degree of variation. In this variation the EM 

wave at the centre of the array appears to move in rearward direction but the group velocity is 

in the forward direction. Hence the second image formed is less sharp then the source which 

is due to the lossy substrate and due to the backward propagation in the LH media. 

 

 

Fig 10. E-field of the volumetric array at 9.65 GHz showing the behaviour of super lens 

with two focal points 

 

Fig 11. Electric field intensity using lossy dielectric (red curve) and ideal dielectric (Green 

curve) 
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Fig 12. Phase variation of the E-field at 9.65 GHz when excited through a plane wave 

showing backward propagation 

IV. MODELLING OF CURVED LEFT HANDED LENS 

In the previous section we have discussed about the slab having parallel sides. In a curved 

lens the focal length (f) is determined by using relation f=R/ (n-1) where R and n is the 

Radius of Curvature and refractive index of the media. The curved lens is designed varying 

the number of SRR’s and positioning it properly. 

The Plano convex lens is simulated by using both point as well as plane wave source and 

exciting it from both sides of the lens. It is observed that when a point source is excited on the 

flat side of the lens it give rise to the planar wave fronts and a point image when excited 

through the plain wave. This phenomenon reverses when the source is kept on the curved side 

of the lens i.e. point source give rise to cylindrical wave fronts and plain wave excitation 

changes formation of an image nearer to the lens. These results are exactly opposite to that of 

the Right handed media. The phenomenons are shown in the figure 13 which shows the 

simulated work by using CST MWS. 

 

Fig 13. Plano Convex lenses excited using both point source as well as plane wave from both 

the side of the lens. 
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Similarly, a Plano concave lens is simulated by using both point as well as plane wave a 

source and exciting it from both sides of the lens. It shows exactly opposite phenomenon to 

that of Plano convex (LH) but similar to that of Right handed Plano convex lens i.e. when a 

point source is excited on the flat side of the lens the image formation is much nearer to the 

lens due shifting of the focal point and diverges when excited through the plain wave. This 

phenomenon reverses when the source is kept on the curved side of the lens i.e. point source 

give rise to an image at the focal point and plane wave excitation diverge the EM wave. 

These results are clearly shown from the simulated results and the snapshots are given in 

figure 14. 

 

Fig 14. Plano concave lenses excited using both point source as well as plane wave from both 

the side of the lens. 

Finally, we investigated both the Concave as well as Convex lens and the E-field 

distributions are shown at 9.65GHz in Figure 15. These E-field distributions of the lenses are 

exactly opposite to that of RH media (figure 16) replacing each other position which is quiet 

expected. In order to investigate the Evanescent modes of propagation the E-field intensities 

at the focusing points were investigated using E-field probes Figure 17 was shows the 

Electric field distribution at the focal points with the oppositely configured lenses due to 

reversal of the phenomenon in LH Medias. It is noticed that the intensities are higher than 

that of the positive refractive index lenses which verifies that there is propagation of the 

Evanescent modes in the LH Medias. 
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Fig 15. Convex & Concave lenses excited using both point source as well as plane wave. 

 

Fig 16 Convex & Concave Dielectric lenses excited using both point as well as plane wave. 

 

Figure 17 Electric field Intensities of LH Convex & Concave (Green curve) and RH Concave 

& Convex (Red curve) 
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• Run HFSS 

• Save the Project 

• Insert new HFSS Design 

 ProjectInsert HFSS Design 

• Draw Rectangular SLAB1 

 Draw Box 

 Draw a Random box in 3D Modeler Window 

 Change Name to SLAB1 

 Change Material (click on New Material) and set permeability and permittivity 

to be -3.5 & -0.75 and Name it ‘LHM’ 

 Click ‘ok’ 

 Double click on solidLHMSLAB1CreateBox 

 Write ‘-150mm,-150mm,0mm’ in ‘position’ 

 Write XSize‘300mm’ in YSize‘300mm’ ZSize‘10mm’ 

 Click ‘ok’ 

• Draw Rectangular SLAB2 

 Draw Box 

 Draw a Random box in 3D Modeler Window 

 Change Name to SLAB2 

 Change Material (click on New Material) and set permeability and permittivity 

to be 3.5 & 0.75 and Name it ‘RHM’ 

 Click ‘ok’ 

 Double click on solidRHMSLAB2CreateBox 

 Write ‘-450mm,-150mm,0mm’ in ‘position’ 

 Write XSize‘300mm’ in YSize‘300mm’ ZSize‘10mm’ 

 Click ‘ok’ 

• Draw Rectangular SLAB3 

 Draw Box 

 Draw a Random box in 3D Modeler Window 

 Change Name to SLAB3 

 Change Material change to ‘RHM’  

 Click ‘ok’ 

 Double click on solidRHMSLAB3CreateBox 

 Write ‘150mm,-150mm,0mm’ in ‘position’ 

 Write XSize‘300mm’ in YSize‘300mm’ ZSize‘10mm’ 

 Click ‘ok’ 

• Draw Rectangular SLAB4 

 Draw Box 

 Draw a Random box in 3D Modeler Window 

 Change Name to SLAB4 

 Change Material change to ‘PEC’  

 Click ‘ok’ 

 Double click on solidPECSLAB4CreateBox 
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 Write ‘-450mm,-150mm,10mm’ in ‘position’ 

 Write XSize‘900mm’ in YSize‘300mm’ ZSize‘1mm’ 

 Click ‘ok’ 

• Draw Rectangular SLAB5 

 Draw Box 

 Draw a Random box in 3D Modeler Window 

 Change Name to SLAB5 

 Change Material change to ‘PEC’  

 Click ‘ok’ 

 Double click on solidPECSLAB5CreateBox 

 Write ‘-450mm,-150mm,-1mm’ in ‘position’ 

 Write XSize‘900mm’ in YSize‘300mm’ ZSize‘1mm’ 

 Click ‘ok’ 

• Draw  Source 

 Draw Cylinder 

 Draw a Random box in 3D Modeler Window 

 Change Name to SRC 

 Change Material change to ‘RHM’  

 Click ‘ok’ 

 Double click on solidRHMSRCCreateCylinder 

 Write ‘-225mm,0mm,0mm’ in ‘Centreposition’ 

 Write ‘Axis’ as ‘Z’ 

 Write ‘Radius’ as ‘5mm’ 

 Write ‘Height’ as ‘10mm’ 

 Click ‘ok’ 

• Set Boundary conditions 

 Select all the faces except the faces normal to Z-axis 

 Right click on Boundaries and click on AssignRadiation  

• Set Excitations 

 Click on RHMSRC 

 Right click on the ‘Excitations’ choose ‘AssignVoltage’ 

 Choose ’New Line’ in ‘E-Field Direction’ 

 Now set the two points in the base and top of the cylinder in the 3D Modeler 

Window 

• Add Solution Setup at 9.65 GHz 

• Run the simulation 

• Click on SLAB4 and right click on Field Overlaysplot FieldsE 

• Now for the lens ‘transfom’ the component along ‘x’ & ‘z’ direction  

• Excite this array by using a waveguide port at a distance of 50mm making PEC 

Boundary along Y-direction 
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V. LUNEBURG LENS 

Luneburg lens [19] is a type of lens whose focal point lies in the circumference around 

itself; this lens converts plane wave into point spherical wave at the intersection of the 

circumference and propagation vector (diametrically opposite side of the propagation side) or 

vice versa (Figure 18) which makes itself apart from the physically anomaly lenses used for 

varying the focal points and symmetrical to the propagation wave fronts. The variation of 

Refractive Index is given by the relation, 𝑛𝑛 = �2− (𝑟𝑟 𝑅𝑅⁄ )2 where r is the radial distance 

from the centre, R is the Circumference radius of lens and εk is the environment permittivity 

(normally air). Although designing a perfect Luneburg lens is practically impossible. This 

structure can be realized by using step Graded Index spherical dielectrics concentric sheets 

shown in figure 19 which is again costly procedure. 

 

 

Fig 18. Plane wave propagation inside the 

dielectric Luneburg lens 

 

Fig 19. Step Variation of permittivity 

used for realizing Luneburg lens 

 

Fig 20. A 10 layer Luneburg lens using 

positive values of Permittivity and 

permeability 

 

Fig 21 A 10 layer Luneburg lens using 

negative values of permittivity and 

permeability 

As HFSS has a provision to take negative values of permittivity and permeability we 

analysed a 10 layered Luneburg lens using both positive and negative values of permittivity 

and permeability. The E-field distribution is shown in figure no. 20 and 21; it is clearly 

observed that in the NRI Luneburg lens the concentrate the fields exactly opposite to that of 

the positive lens i.e. on the same side (diametrically) side where the source is excited which is 

expected in NRI material. Realizing a NRI Luneburg lens can be possible by using conformal 

SRR’s. 

These types of Graded Index dielectric spherical concentric lenses are not only bulky but also 

difficult to integrate in broadcasting systems. There were many analysis being presented 

related to Luneburg lens realized using Microwave simulation tools and Mathematical 

formulations [19]-[24]. The major drawback of these kind Graded Index systems is the phase 
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aberration at the focal point and which can be overcome by using diffraction theory [23] for 

maximum gain performance. 

VI. ROTMAN LENS 

Another device used for beam deforming is Rotman lens [25] also called Beam forming 

Network (BFN). This lens is able to guide the Electromagnetic waves along the constrained 

path of the design equations. This lens has multiple focal points basic design is shown in 

figure 20. This lens works on the principle of lens given by Gent et. al. [26] & practically 

designed by Rotman et al (Figure 20) in order to feed a linear array. This lens gives rise to 

planar wave fronts with linearly tilted (due to the optical length travelled by the EM wave) at 

the outer contour when a point source is excited at the focal points & the angle of tilting of 

wave fronts depends upon the feed point (focal point) given by the equation 23. Where ψn is 

the tilt angle and φ is focal angle and ‘M’ is number input focal points and ‘m’ is the mth 

focal point. 

2 1

1
n

M m

M
ψ ϕ − + =  − 

                                                       (23) 

 

Figure 20 Basic Architecture of Rotman Lens 

 

A Rotman lens [22] having 8 input focal points and 8 output ports (figure 21) are analysed 

using xfdtd at 9.6 GHz on material having εr =3 and µr=1(RI=3) & Drude material having εr 

=-3 and µr=-1 (RI=-3) at 9.6GHz (figure 22) and the results are compared with that of RHM 

material. From the results it is seen that the rotman lens having Drude material show opposite 

behaviour (phase) to that of the RH material which is quite expected shown in figure 23.  

 
Fig 21 Design of 8 input and 8output 

rotman lens  

 
Fig 22. Drude material permittivity 

(blue) and permeability (Green) 
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Due to the Negative RI (Drude material) used in the lens there will propagation of the 

evanescent waves resulting a higher value of amplitude (nearly 12% increase) at the output 

ports shown in figure 24. As NRI media is able to reverse the phase so the variation in the 

beam will be tilted opposite direction to that of conventional rotman lens and will have higher 

gain when used in antenna array system. 

 
Fig 23 Phase variation using Drude material RI= -3(green) and material RI=3(red) at 9.6G

 
Fig 24 Amplitude variation using Drude material RI= -3(green) and material RI=3(red) at 

9.6GHz 

 

But realising a Rotman lens on an isotopic NRI media is quite difficult to achieve. The 

Rotman lens [28]-[30] has been implemented in many Microwave devices for potential 

applications in RADAR communication, signal processing units etc. However in a system 

level packaging it very difficult to implement and there exist a Beam squint [31-32] in the E-

plane and yet the transmission line are implemented for the correction of Phase errors but 

there will be more loss if the transmission lines length is more & consuming a large area too. 
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6. Zero Phase Delay SRR 

The customary approach to feed a linear (array) system is all the components in the system 

have to feed with same phase so as to avoid any kind of ambiguity in the system. The 

traditional way to avoid this phase lag is to feed the system with precise length (in terms of 

wavelength) of transmission line or by using MEMS, rotman lens etc. Another way is to force 

the wave to travel equal length in terms of free space wavelength by changing the R.I. if the 

media. This negative bulk property has been already realized by using ferromagnetic 

materials like MnO3 [35]. But Dielectrics and metal composites got significant attention 

when smith et al [5] experimentally demonstrated using the sub wavelength particles (copper 

inclusions and circular ring) which not only shows negative permeability and permittivity but 

also backward propagation of the EM wave. The backward propagation helps the media to 

reinstate the phase shorter than its guided wave length. Few years later, Falcone et al [36] 

proposed another type of SRR which is complimentary (based on Babinet’s principle) to 

conventional methods of designing the SRR. This complimentary structures (metallic parts 

are replaced by non-metallic parts and vice versa) also called CSRR are can be used for 

designing negative refractive index media. 

In this work, we have taken transmission line of different lengths and simulated using CST 

MWS [37] the phases are calculated at the end points of the transmission line (homogenous 

substrate) and it is compared with CSRR sandwiched transmission line and simulated using 

CST MWS these transmission line loaded inhomogeneous show same values of phases after 

same distance shorter than its guided wavelength. This architecture not only provides a zero 

phase lag but also a compact design.   

1) Theory 

When there is no phase delay between two points in the transmission line (shorter than its 

wavelength) and phase remain invariable over same distance then it can be termed as zero 

phase delay transmission line. Considering a plane wave travelling in x-direction 

(propagation component) then it E-field can be given by,  

Ez=E*cos (ωt-βx)                                                            (1) 

ω=2πf, β=2π/λ 

Where, E is the amplitude of plane wave, f is the frequency of the plane wave, ω is radian 
frequency, β is the phase constant and λ is the wavelength and the phase velocity can be 
defined as, 

vp=ω/β 

Substituting the values of ω & β we get,  

vp= λf=c, speed of (EM) wave in the medium 

We know c= (εµ)-1/2 and ε= ε0εr & µ=µ0µr where ε0 & µ0 is the permittivity and permeability 

of free space. Now c can be written as c=c0/ (εrµr)
 1/2 or c=c0/n. where c0 is the speed of light 

in air and n being the refractive index of the media. Now equation 1 can be written as, 
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Ez = E*cos (ω (t-x/vp)), 

= E*cos (ω (t-x*n/c)), 

= E*cos (ωt-ψ)                                                          (2) 

Where, ψ= ω*x*n/c is the time phase related distance. Hence it requires one wavelength long 
for a transmission line to get same phase value. In order to get same phase value at the 

transmission line (shorter than one wavelength) we have to implement a media which is able 

to reinstate same phase before one wavelength. This can be achieved by Left Handed (LH) 
media, so as to get Zero phase delay in the transmission line we will use a combination of LH 
and RH media with opposite signs of Refractive index. So that it can guide the waves with 
zero phase shift due to backward propagation (phase) of the wave and attain the goal of Zero 

Phase delay transmission line. 

Let us consider a RH slab of x1 thickness if the phase at one end of the transmission line is 0 

than ψ= ω*x1*n1/c is the phase after travelling x1 distance where n1 is the refractive index of 

the media. If another LH media of length x2 is append to the RH media then the phase will be  

ψ= ω*[(x1*n1) +(x2*n2)]/c                                                   (3) 

Where, n2 is the refractive index of the LH media. If we consider that there no phase lags than 
ψ=0 and equation 3 changes to 

(x1*n1) +(x2*n2) =0                                                        (4) 

So it is clear from the equation 4 that if the product of RI and length of the media are equal 

and opposite then there will be no phase lag. More precisely, we can’t have negative length 

but negative RI can be realized by copper inclusions and Split ring resonator and if we have 

equal ratio of length to RI of other media i.e. 

|x1/n2|=|x2/n1| 

Then it is possible to achieve zero phase lag within a compact structure (shorter than its 

wavelength). 
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Fig. 1. Variation in phase in RH and LH media appended where x1 & x2 are of equal length 

and n2= -n1 

2) Complimentary SRR 

Unit cell performance of CSRR 

The propose CSRR [38] is desined on fr4 sub having a ground plane beneath it.The CSRR is 

simulated in CST Time domain solver with Perfectly Electric boundary condition along the 

normal of the SRR and perfectly magnetic condition along the vertical and the propagation 

vector is along the side of the CSRR. This complimentary structure give rise to resonance at 

9.4 GHz and hence give rise to negative permeability(-1) and permittivity(-2.6).   

 

Fig. 2. Complmentary SRR  dimensions w=6mm, s=0.3mm, wr=0.25mm, sh=1mm r=0.3mm 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 3. Scattering matrix of magnitude (a) and phase (b) of the CSRR 

3) Modeling Zero Phase Transmission Line 

The above CSRR is used [5] is to design Zero phase transmission line in CST MWS and the 

results are analysed. This CSRR is sandwiched between the ground and transmission line and 

the media is filled with FR4 substrate having permittivity 4.3 but due to the effect of CSRR 
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the sand witched transmission line behave like a negative refractive index material of 

permittivity -2.6 and permeability -1. Hence it behaves like a Zero phase delay transmission 
line after same distance. We have designed zero phase delay Transmission lines from 3 to 6 

so that it cascade up to 6 components and can be feed simultaneously with no delay. 

Transmission line having 3 ports 

The unit cell is transformed into 3X11 elemental array (20.25 mm X 74.25 mm2) kept in 

between two normal substrates fr4 substrates of length 6.125mm on both sides of the array 
and a transmission line over it shown in figure 4(a) and the sandwiched positioning of the 

different components has been are shown in 4(b). 

  

(a) 

  

(b) 

Fig 4. Top view (a) and Bottom view (b) of the topology incurred in zero phase transmission 

line. 

 

This topology is designed in CST microwave studio and transformed into three copies so that 

one end is connected to another and the port is defined at each end of the topology shown in 

figure 5. Hence the effective travelling of the wave in the positive substrate (4.3 X 12.25mm) 
is equal to negative (-2.3 X 20.25mm) one. 
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Fig. 5 simulated structure of embedded structure with 4 ports in CST MWS 

 After simulating in the time domain solver the scattering matrix magnitude (figure 6(a)) & 
phase (figure 6(b)). It is observed from the figure 6(a) there is transmission at port 2 only 
while the magnitude at port 3 & 4 remain suppressed. This is because of the port defined in 

CST the port defined is an ideal voltage source and a 50 ohm resistor and hence there is no 

energy flow to port 3 & 4. But we can see that the phase (figure 6(b)) at 9.4 GHz that at port 
2, 3& 4 coincide. This overlap of the phase makes the transmission line of no delay. 

 

 

(a) 
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(b)  

Fig. 6. Scattering graph magnitude (a) & phase (b) of 4-port zero phase transmission line. 

 

As above discussed, that there is only transmission to the port 2 so for the verification that 
there transfer of energy to other ports also we have removed the port 2 and simulated again. 
The magnitude (figure 7(a)) and phase (figure 7(b)) are shown that after removing the port 

there is transmission to port 3. This verifies that there is continuous flow energy at all the 

points where the phase reveals itself.  To verify that there is no occurrence of complete cycle 

of wave we have taken a substrate of same dimensions and parameters (Figure 7) and 

calculated that phase (figure 8) at same three different points using time domain solver of 

CST and the phase doesn’t coincide. This ensures us that the due to the CSRR there is zero 

phase delay at 9.4 GHz. In addition to that the S11 (phase) doesn’t coincides this is due the 

travelling of the wave twice i.e. from port 1 to 2 and then 2 to 1. Hence due to the use of 
CSRR there is compactness in the structure.  

 

 

Figure 7 Similar structure made of homogenous structure 
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Figure 8 phase of the homogenous structure calculated at four different points 

4) 4-port Zero Phase Transmission Line 

The delayer is extended to 5 ports devices and it is observed that there is no delay at 9.4GHz 
and hence this makes the device compact and can be extended to use at devices which are 

sensitive to phase.   

 

Figure 9(a) 5 port zero phase delayer 

 

Figure 9(b) Phase of the 5 port zero phase delayer 
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7. CONCLUSION 

In the following the results and conclusions of the project are summarized. The material 

presented mostly consists in theoretical work; a smaller part consists in numerical verification 

and investigation of the Space Mapping method. The theoretical work can be divided into two 

subjects: the linking between the EM tool and Matlab and conventional Space Mapping method, 

we now draw up the conclusions concerning the simulated work in the EM tool and theoretical 

work in Space mapping. On the Later part we have developed of of the applications of 

Metamaterials like Electromagnetic lens and Zero phase Delay transmission line 

Linking between EM Tool and MatLab. In this part of the work we have successfully 

implemented the linking between EM Eool and Matlab, by calling EM Tool directly from Matlab 

on the Host Machine through two different ways to call EM Tool from within Matlab:  

• Launch EM Tool from Matlab command line and use a separate VBA file to instruct the 

Tool what operations to do  

• Run a Matlab .m file containing EM Tool commands 

But we mainly focused on writing a script (.m) file in the Matlab and controlling all the 

parameters of EM Tool through the commands. 

Conventional Space Mapping. The concept of a mapping function, establishing the parameter 

mapping between the coarse and the fine model, has been described in detail. From this, a novel, 

concise formulation o f the conventional Space Mapping problem has been derived, showing 

how the coarse model, by utilizing parameter mapping, can act as a surrogate to the main 

problem provided the parameter mapping is injective for the areas of the parameter spaces 

considered. Previous formulations o f the conventional Space Mapping problem have been 

presented. Iterative formulations, exploiting trust region methodology and approximative 

linearizations of the mapping function, for both the novel and a previous formulations of the 

conventional Space Mapping problem, have been derived and presented. The exact relations 

between the novel and the previous iterative formulations have been described, and the previous 

iterative formulation has been illustrated by geometrical considerations. The conventional Space 

Mapping has been proven inadequate for solving general problems, where the mapping function, 

relating the coarse and the fine model, is so called imperfect. 

Electromagnetic Lens: A Planar sub wavelength D-SRR is introduced having simultaneously 

both negative permittivity and permeability. These SRR are used to design the Flat lens in CST 

MWS tool and analysed using FEM solver. This behaviour of the lens is verified by using Ansoft 

HFSS by taking the same value of negative permittivity as well as permeability retrieved from 

the SRR using NRW method. The flat lens indeed shows a focusing phenomenon despite of the 

attenuation and the losses considered for the simulation and verified using the E-field plots. The 

focal length of these negative media can be controlled by using both the refractive index of the 
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media or by changing the mechanical structure of the lens. On the later part we have analysed 

different configurations of the lens and which are comparable to the theoretical predictions and 

used to show the propagation of the Evanescent modes inside the LH media. These types of 

lenses can be implanted where size and area is a major factor moreover this may contribute in 

reducing the payload in satellites. On the later part we have given a concise discussion on 

Luneburg and Rotman lens and analysed the variations in the devices on changing the media. 

Finally, step by step procedure is given for the researchers to use the different tools for the 

simulation and validation of the lenses. 

 

Zero Phase Delay Transmission line: A new type of phase shifter using cascaded sections of 

NRI Metamaterials and TLs has been proposed, which offers some considerable compensation 

over conventional delay lines and identical backward wave L–C lines. The phase shifter is 

squashed in size, can be easily fabricated using standard etching techniques and exhibits a linear 

phase response around the design frequency. It can incur a negative or a positive phase, as well 

as a 0o phase depending on the values of the loading elements, while maintaining an undersized 

physical length. In addition, the phase incurred is sovereign of the length of the structure. Due to 

its compact, planar design of the structure lends itself easily toward incorporation with other 

microwave components and devices. It is therefore model for broadband applications requiring 

small, versatile, linear phase delayers. 
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4. FUTURE WORK 

1. Refining Space Mapped model, if necessary, for matching with EM Tool results. 

Developing 2-D Space Mapped model for LHEM. Simulated experiments on amplifying 

evanescent wave.  

2. Space Mapped model development for: 

I. curved LHEM lens and studying its characteristics from simulations,  

II. Fabrication of “Zero phase delay" microstrip transmission line containing LHEM 

substrate and extending it for different microwave components 

III. Characterizing patch antenna with anisotropic metamaterial superstrate. 

Verification of simulated experiment results with those from prototypes. 

Preparation of the final technical report. 
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APPENDIX-I 

Flowchart of Design of LHM Unit Cell 
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APPENDIX-II 

 

Flow chart for Space mapping Technique 
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